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PROJECTED PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR PERSONNEL 
ENTERING INFORMATION PROCESSING JOBS 
FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
CHAPTER I
PROBLEM
Introduction
One charac te ristic  of society in the  United S ta tes is change. Among 
the  factors contributing to  change are  scientific research  and development, 
technological innovation, entrepreneurial pursuits, national defense, space 
exploration, and in ternational economic transactions.
C urrently , a  revolutionary change is occurring in the  processing of 
inform ation. Since the beginning of organized society, resource lim itations have 
restric ted  people in th e ir decision making process. For most decisions, 
inform ation relevant to  th e  solution of the problem had to  be gathered.
The advent of the  com puter has drastically enhanced the  accumulation 
of data  and the  processing of inform ation. This advent, however, is not without 
cost. Such cost includes th e  necessity for th e  education of individuals to  enable 
them  to understand and to  operate com puter system s.
Kroenke and Johnston (19S4, p. 72) illu stra te  the need for employees to  
understand the  use of com puters by pointing out th a t in today's business world, a 
company will use com puters in many ways, and m ost employees will have 
something to  do with inform ation processing.
1
2One of the  consequences of change is the g reat demand it  places on the 
educational system . In a  rapidly changing technological environm ent, the 
educational establishm ent m ust continually assess the  availability of courses 
required in preparing students to  m aster the skills needed for the jobs of the 
fu ture.
Long s ta tes  "This seemingly endless demand for new and be tte r ways to 
use the com puter hcis resulted in a  phenomenal growth in the number of 
inform ation system s departm ents as well as in the com puter industry as a 
whole. . . . This rapid growth has been tem porarily slowed for the lack of 
qualified people to  fill all the  available positions." (19S5, p. 7)
Need for Study
Several authors (B itter, 1984; Sanders, 1985; Spencer, 1983) have 
indicated th a t th e  United S ta tes  federal government is the  la rgest com puter user 
in the  world. Numerous studies have concentrated  on the  hardw are requirem ents 
for government agencies but the re  is little  research on the  fu tu re  requirem ents 
for personnel trained to support this hardw are. Several authors however do 
indicate th e  overall need for programm ers and systems analysts in th e  coming 
years. Gore and Stubbe (1983) pointed out th a t by 1990, there  should be a 100 
percent increase in the number of systems analysts. C etron  (1983) estim ated 
th a t the number of com puter programm ers should increase by 77 percent by 
1990. Increases of these magnitudes make it  im perative th a t all users 
organizations analyze the ir present and future requirem ents for these positions. 
Furtherm ore, the re  is a need for university and college faculty  and 
adm inistrators to  understand the curriculum requirem ents to  service a  rapidly 
changing technological environm ent. Bayless (1985) indicated th a t it is 
necessary to  improve education, research, and training to  support th is high tech 
environm ent of the  fu ture.
3Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to  determ ine th e  perform ance 
requirem ents and training desired for personnel entering governm ental 
inform ation processing jobs during the  next several years as viewed by
governm ental agencies and the  personnel officers responsible for the hiring.
S ta tem en t of Problem 
The specific problems this study addressed were the  following:
1. Identified perform ance requirem ents for com puter program m ers 
and system s analysts which governm ent employers expect to  be needed for 
em ploym ent during the last half of the  1980's in the field of inform ation 
processing;
2. Evaluated the  effectiveness of currently  employed com puter
program m ers and system s analysts as determ ined by supervisor assessm ent; and
3. Identified areas in which colleges and universities will need to  
make curricular changes in order to  provide the government as well as the
business community with properly trained professionals in inform ation
processing.
Definitions
There are numerous te rm s directly  associated with e lectron ic  data  
processing and inform ation processing. The operational definitions for term s 
used in th is study were as follows:
Assembler: A symbolic programming language sim ilar to  machine
language and, which, in the usual case exhibits a  one-to-one correspondence with 
th e  instruction and data  form ats used in the  com puter on which programs will be 
run.
4B asic  Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. An algebraic 
programming language used in programming instruction, in personal computing 
and in business on m icrocomputers, m inicom puters, and some larger machines.
Cobol; Common Business O riented Language. A high level 
programming language developed for business data  processing applications.
Fortran ; Form ula Translator. A high level programming language used 
to  jjerform m athem atical, scientific and engineering com putations.
Pascal; A relative new programming language th a t fac ilita tes the use 
of good structu red  programming techniques. It was named a fte r  the French 
m athem atician  Blaise Pascal.
Com puter Programmers; Individuals who are capable of writing the 
step-by-step  instructions the  com puter m ust follow to carry  out a  required task . 
These steps m ust be w ritten  in a  specific language understood by the  com puter.
Systems Analysts; Individuals who, in addition to  dem onstrating
knowledge of com puter programming, m ust possess skills in problem solving and 
must have knowledge of com puter system components.
PPM A; The acronym for the  D ata  Processing Management Association.
ACM; The acronym for th e  Association fo r Computing Machinery.
EDP; The acronym for E lectronic D ata  Processing.
LANS; The acronym for Loced A rea Networks. This is the  process of 
using a  communications system to  link nearby devices together. A local network 
is owned by the  using organization.
Lim itations
Within all fields of inform ation processing there  are basically five kinds
of jobs available. These jobs are data  en try , com puter operations, data
m anagem ent, com puter programming and system  analysis. This study was
5lim ited to  determ ining the  essential educational skills and training necessary for 
the  success of com puter program m ers, and system s analysts.
In addition, th is  study was lim ited to  the federal government agencies 
within the S ta te  of Oklahoma. In Oklahoma, there  are  60 employing units from 
which the inform ation for this study was drawn.
Methodology
The population for this study was the supervisors of inform ation
processing system s in federal government offices in Oklahoma th a t utilize 
programm ers and system analysts. The sample from which the  data  were drawn 
was the 60 offices within Oklahoma th a t are  responsible for hiring programmers 
and system s analysts.
The d a ta  w ere gathered by a  combination of interviews and
questionnaires (see appendix A). A pilot te s t was conducted utilizing six section 
chiefs. The section chiefs were asked to  fill out a questionnaire and make their 
comments and suggestions. These com ments and suggestions were then used to  
finalize the updated questionnaire. Division chiefs w ere interview ed and asked 
to  have th e  branch and section chiefs responsible for selection of programmers 
and system analysts com plete the  updated questionnaires.
For those questions th a t required answers re la tive  to  the numbers of 
programm ers and system s analysts hired in th e  past five years and fo recast to  be 
hired during the next five years, the percent of change was calculated and 
presented in bar chart form at as well as percentages. For those questions 
requiring answers in a  L ikert-type form at an item  aneilysis was perform ed. A fter 
determ ining the basic distributional characteristic  of each of the  variables on 
these questions, descriptive s ta tis tic s  were used to  show the  sta tistica l
relationships between the data  obtained from questions 8 and 9. Comments
given in question 10 were discussed in the pertinent sections of the study.
6O rganization of Study 
This study consists oi five chapters, the bibliography, and the 
appendices. C hapter 1 includes the Introduction, th e  Need for Study, Purpose of 
Study, the  S tatem ent of Problem , Definitions, L im itations, Methodology, and the 
Organization of Study. The Review of the L ite ra tu re  is presented in C hapter II. 
C hapter III contains the  R esearch Methodology employed in this study. The 
Results of the Study are  presented in C hapter IV. C hapter V contains the 
summary, findings, discussion, and recom m endations based upon th e  findings of 
this study.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to  determ ine the perform ance 
requirem ents and training necessary to  prepare government employees for fu tu re 
jobs in com puter programming and inform ation system s analysis.
The major findings of th e  bibliographical search are  organized under the 
following headings: Inform ation Age, Expanding Technology and the  C om puter, 
New D irections for Education, Com puter R ela ted  Professions of th e  F u tu re , and 
The Federal G overnment and C om puters. Ideas rela ted  to  the  cu rren t 
inform ation age are reviewed in the f irs t section. The analysis of th is section 
leads naturally  to  the  conclusion th a t com puters are  necessary for th e  processing 
of inform ation and emphasizes th e  expanding technologiccJ role of com puters. 
T herefore , the current and fu ture com puter requirem ents were discussed in the 
second section, Expanding Technology and th e  Com puter.
In a  world of rapid technological change, the  institutions of a  society 
a re  also subject to  change. One of th e  major social institutions is the 
educational establishm ent. An analysis of the  curren t changes th a t colleges and 
universities are undergoing because of the com puter revolution was presented in 
section th ree . New D irections for Education. Section four. Com puter R elated  
Professions of the  Future, identified th e  necessary skills found in the lite ra tu re  
for the current and fu ture com puter re la ted  jobs. A ttem pts w ere made to
8pinpoint the new em erging careers in inform ation processing. Finally, the  la st 
section, The Federal G overnment and C om puters, the significant role of the U.S. 
G overnm ent as the world's la rgest com puter user was emphasized.
Inform ation Age
Much of the  world is currently  undergoing a major shift from an 
industrial economy to  one based on inform ation technology. The use of 
com puters and th e  vast amounts of data  which can be accum ulated, stored and 
analyzed have identified the present society as th e  "Information Age." The 
im pact which com puters are  having on our world is as significant as th a t of 
m achinery which brought about the  Industrial Revolution.
H art sta ted : "The United S ta tes  is presently in the  midst of th e
Inform ation Revolution, and i t  is every b it as significant as the Industrial
Revolution. We are  shifting from a  heavy industrial economy to  one based
increasingly on inform ation, high technology, communications and services"
(1983, p. 10).
Inform ation and how to  maximize its  use have come to  be a major focal 
point of today's business. A ctiv ities rela ting  to  th e  inform ation age have been 
predicted  to  increase in the coming years. It is perhaps appropriate to  illu stra te  
the significance of the curren t changes in term s of numbers. C etron 
com m ented: 'T h e  turn of the  century will find 86% of the  work force in the 
service sec to r, up from 68% in 1980. Of the serv ice-sector jobs, half will re la te  
to  inform ation collection, m anagem ent, and dissemination" (1983, p. 15). Thus, 
one can expect 43% of all jobs will be re la ted  to  the handling of inform ation. 
B ickerstaffe sta ted : "An office is essentially an area  of inform ation flows and 
changes" (1982, p. 71). Inform ation is already vadued within the  office s truc tu re . 
As the vcdue of inform ation increases, i t  is an ticipated  th a t office managers will 
give more thought to  the  inputting, processing, and storing of inform ation.
9The value of inform ation has been em phasized by numerous authors. 
For exam ple, Meyer pointed out: "There will be an increased general awareness 
on the  part of top managem ent th a t inform ation is a  valuable resource and must 
be managed accordingly" (1984, p. 62). Estes and Watkins (1983) emphasized th a t 
inform ation is the  power base of the fu ture and those who control its  acquisition 
will have the edge.
Papageorgiou claimed: "The electronic revolution is going to  change 
m anagerial and social life  as profoundly as did th e  Industrial Revolution" (1983, 
p. 85). He proceeded to  analyze the  currently  evolving electronic revolution by 
discussing how the com puters' exponentially increasing capability and rapidly 
decreasing cost have made the com puter available not only to  businesses but also 
to  households. The com puter^ constantly  increasing capabilities combined with 
its  decreasing cost are two trends th a t are expected to  continue in the fu ture. 
The increased capabilities and cost reductions will have g rea t im pact upon the 
facto ry , the o ffice, com m unications, databases and o ther aspects of economic 
and social life .
The inform ation revolution which is closely eissociated with the  advent 
of the com puter has also revolutionized the collection, processing, storage and 
distribution of inform ation. I t is an ticipated  th a t the  overall e ffec t of these 
changes will be th a t routine in tellectual work may be autom ated in a way similar 
to  the  autom ation of heavy m echanical work which took place a fte r the 
Industrial Revolution.
One fu rther exam ple of the currently  evolving electronic revolution is 
the a rea  in which inform ation may be used to  operate  machines through 
com puters by such processes as robotics, com puter-aided m anufacturing (CAM) 
and com puter-aided design (CAD). Papageorgiou stated : "new tools, machines 
and fixtures can be designed and then autom atically  controlled through
10
prerecorded, numerically-coded inform ation (numerical control tools), or through 
a  minicomputer which stores the  machining instructions as softw are th a t can 
easily be modified (computer numerical control)" (1983, p. 80).
Com puter-aided m anufacturing is currently undergoing fundamental 
changes because of the introduction of robots in the production process. A 
useful description of what an industrial robot is all about was given by Rathm ill: 
"An industriai robot is a reprogram m able device designed to  both manipulate and 
transport parts, tools or specialized m anufacturing im plem ents through the 
variable programmed motions for the perform ance of specific manufacturing 
tasks. An industrial robot is essentially a com puter-controlled machine of 
specialist design" (1983, p. 84).
Albus defined a  robot as: 'In  its  simplist form , a  robot is nothing more 
than a  mechanical device th a t can be programmed to  perform some useful ac t of 
manipulation or locomotion under au tom atic control. An industried robot is a 
device th a t can be programmed to  move some gripper or tool through space to  
accomplish a  useful .ndustrial teisk" (1983, p . 22).
Albus (1983, p. 23) pointed out th a t currently  in the  United S ta tes there 
a re  about 5,000 robots in use while in Japan , the re  are more than 80,000 robots 
in operation and they are  expected to  increase tenfold by the  end of the decade. 
The main reason th a t the United S ta tes  has not been using robots more 
extensively is the availability of relatively  cheap manual labor. But, as the 
situation changes, with labor costs increasing and the cost of robots declining, it 
is expected th a t the  U. S. m anufacturing plants will proceed to  utilize robots 
more intensively in the fu tu re. Albus predicted: "Eventually, extrem ely fast, 
accurate  and dexterous robots will be programmed using designed graphic 
databases th a t describe the shape of the  parts to  be made and the  configuration 
of the assemblies to  be constructed . Robots will be able to  respond to  a
11
wide variety  of sensory cues, to  learn  by experience and to  acquire skills by 
analyzing tasks on their own. Such skills could then be transferred  to  other 
robots so th a t learning can be propogated rapidly throughout the  robot labor 
force" (1983, p. 24).
Feingold further explained some aspects of robotics by stating: "Robots 
a re  to  m anufacturing and mining jobs as calculators are to  w hite-collar jobs. 
Each takes the monotony of repetition  out of the  job. Additionally, robots can 
do the  hazardous tasks—with bottom -line effectiveness, no retirem ent pay, no 
vacations, no coffee breaks, and no strikes" (1984, p. 10). However, as our 
ability to  im part inform ation to  robots increases, the  potential im pact of 
robotics will tend to  include both negative and positive aspects. One negative 
aspect could be the displacement of human workers. The displacement of human 
w orkers, however, could be only the  beginning of the changes th a t robots may 
cause in society. There are  many o ther changes re la ted  in the  lite ra tu re  th a t are 
subtler and less predictable and which may have more féir reaching e ffec t.
C oates presented a useful technique for thinking about the potential 
im pact of technological innovation in a  simple conceptual model which she called 
th e  Technology Diffusion. C oates sta ted : "According to this model, the firs t 
wave of im pacts come from substitution (users substitu te the new technology for 
older system s because it can fulfill the ir functions more efficien tly  or 
effectively  than the older technology). The second wave is from accommodation 
(industries make internal changes to  make b e tte r use of the new technology) and 
the third wave is from innovation (new uses for the technology are  discovered)" 
(1983, p. 28).
Baldridge (1975) discussed additional negative aspects of autom ation. 
A fter he identified the negative im pact on the occupational system and job 
displacem ent eis machines take over the task  th a t people once held, he then
12
proceeded to  discuss additional fac to rs. For instance, he claimed th a t other 
negative consequences of autom ation include the  decreased quality of life  in the 
job setting  as workers have l i ttle  satisfaction operating autom ated machines, and 
then he proceeded to  identify the issue of income distribution. Bcddridge stated : 
"Perhaps the silent revolution of autom ation will transform  this society, making 
m aterial goods available in quamtities never before dream ed of, and making 
professional services available in a scope th a t defies present im agination. But 
what of the  distribution problem? How will the  social system adapt to  the 
increased w ealth? Will i t  continue to  hold untold thousands of people in 
w retched poverty while th e  luxury piles deeper and deeper all around them" 
(1975, p. 400)?
Several authors discussed the  positive and beneficial aspects of the 
robotics explosion. Albus s ta ted  "The m anufacture emd servicing of robots will 
produce an enormous demaind for mechanical engineers, technicians, com puter 
program m ers, electronic designers, and robot installa tion and repair persons. 
New robot companies will require secre taries , sales persons, accountants, and 
business m anagers. The robot industry will probably employ a t  least as many 
people as the  com puter and automobile industries do today" (1983, p. 26). 
Rathm ill s ta ted  "There is no doubt w hatever th a t th e  main development in 
robotics over the next few years will be the  accep tance of robot technology 
itse lf, w ith a  growing in te rest in the use of robots in system s. I t can therefore 
confidently be predicted th a t there will be a consistent growth in demand fcr 
system s engineering skills in the robotics field" (1983, p. 86). Finally, C oates 
suggested: "New industries such as biotechnology may be growing rapidly, and 
robotics itse lf may directly c rea te  many jobs" (1983, p. 31).
O f course, in the long run, society will decide w hat tasks are best suited 
for com puterization and which are  best suited for humans. There will always be
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a  need to  tra in  displaced workers and to  provide trained  personnel for the new 
jobs of the  fu tu re.
Having discussed in some detail the  topic of th e  inform ation revolution 
and its  e ffe c t on technology, the next focus is on the need for com puters.
Expanding Technology and the Com puter 
The inform ation age has developed as a  resu lt of the  inventions of 
extensive new technologies. R itze r, Kam m eyer, and Y etm ann define technology 
as: T h e  com plex in terplay  between various elem ents in th e  production process, 
elem ents th a t include m ateria ls, tools, machines, skills, knowledge, and 
procedures" (1979, p. 416X
More technological developm ent has intensified our need for 
inform ation and com m unication. "If knowledge is the  new role m ateria l, then 
com munication is the  new transportation system" declared Baldridge (1975, p. 
398). We now com m unicate via com puters. As we have become m ore involved in 
EDP and the  processing of inform ation our uses of com puters has increased. 
Lewis sta ted : T h e  core of the inform ation e ra  is th e  com puter" (1983, p. 10).
Com puters in use grew from less than 10,000 in 1960 to  10,000,000 in 
the early 1980's. Continued growth in the com puter usage is expected in the 
fu tu re . The Occupationeil Outlook Handbook published by the U.S. D epartm ent 
of Labor (1984), discussed in detail the fu tu re need for com puters and also the 
need for personnel to  operate  and program them .
Meyer com m ented: "Virtually every office in any kind of organization 
appears to  soon be influenced by computers" (1984, p. 62). Furtherm ore, Hudson 
stated: "We are on the  technological and sociological edge of a  dram atic
increase in the use of com puters in our factories" (1982, p. 818). Com puter 
usage will grow, not only in facto ries and offices but throughout businesses and 
government in all fields from education to  medicine. I t will no longer be unusual
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to  work with com puters in practically  any field. B ickerstaffe (1982) discussed 
the  idea th a t for every worker in today's business environm ent, working with a 
term inal is inevitable.
It is appropriate to  present two points relating to  th e  fac to rs  impeding 
the proliferation of com puters: such as, th e  fear of the unknown and fea r for the 
bottom  line on the balance sheet. Several experts discussed in some detail the 
roadblocks to  office autom ation when they participated  in a  roundtable panel 
discussion th a t was reported in th e  February, 1983 issue of "Office 
A dm inistration amd Autom ation." One of the participants, Schneider, 
com mented: "Computers are  not the only tools in the  office th a t will add to  
autom ation or productivity. What about facto rs such as the  environm ent, 
furn iture , supplies, media, and reference m aterials" (1983, p. 31)? However, the 
overall conclusion of this panel discussion could be summarized in the com ments 
of Walshe, who stated: "Of course, th e  younger generation holds much promise 
for th e  fu tu re. Students who a re  using microcom puters in schools and homes will 
fee l com fortable with keyboards. They can bring office autom ation to  its 
fulfillm ent" (1983, p. 30).
Several authors made thought provoking com m ents concerning the 
fu ture use of com puters. Some authors suggested th a t com puters may not be the 
panacea expected by fu tu rists. Suhor (1983) suggested th a t th e  com puter may be 
today's darling, but its  value for tomorrow has yet to  be te s ted . Even the 
fu tu rist. Toff 1er (1983) suggested some m oderation in over in terpreting  future 
trends of technology and its  role in society. Toff 1er claimed: "There are  a  lo t of 
popular misconceptions about the role of technology in the  fu tu re , and one of 
them is th a t everything is going to  be high tech . That is tru e  and false a t the 
sam e tim e. Today's low tech  industries will have to  become more technological 
to  survive. That is tru e . But th a t will not provide enough jobs. I think there  is
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going to  have to  be an enormous service sector, backed by high tech  but 
requiring a g reat deal of human face  to  face  con tac t. The economy of the  fu tu re  
is a  combination of high tech and a  very large, increasingly privatized sector 
providing a  wide array of services" (1983, p. 80).
Pollock (1983) reported th a t the  nature, character and content of top 
managem ent will not be altered  by the new autom ation technology. Pollock 
explained the lack of change in m anagem ent by saying: "The reason is not th a t I 
am anti-com puter. Any thinking person m ust love the capacity , flexibility, and 
power of com puters. In our bank, the  productivity of the C orporate Planning, 
R esearch and Development division would plummet, and some of its  work 
becom e impossible, w ithout th e  extensive use of autom ation technology. But 
this has li tt le  to  do with the activ ity  of executive managers" (1983, p. 1). He 
fu rther em phasized th a t the human aspect remains im portant and th a t the  real 
inform ation banks are  in our minds.
The main conclusions of th e  foregoing analysis, despite some 
acknowledged hindrances and some appropriate reservations, are  th a t technology 
is growing and com puter usage will continue to  increase in the fu tu re . In view of 
these two major cor,elusions, it  seems pertinent to  discuss the  im plications of 
these  trends on education.
New D irections for Education 
The expansion of the  use of com puters has made "com puter literacy" as 
essential as the basic skills of reading, w riting, and arithm etic . Morf related  the 
rapid expansion in the use of com puters as follows: "Among the more widely 
accepted scenarios of the fu tu re  a t work are those based on the assumption th a t 
technology will continue to  grow exponentially" (1983, p. 24). Therefore, as 
technology grows, our educational programs m ust incorporate the new knowledge
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necessary to  function in the world of the inform ation age. As H art stated: "We 
must prepare now to  respond to  the new technologies th a t will shape our future" 
(1983, p. 11).
Several distinguished educators have addressed educational issues 
relating to  technology, education, and the  fu tu re . D erringer sta ted : "As the
economy evolved, so did the requirem ents of the work fo rce. High technology, 
inform ation industries now require workers who can handle complex intellectual 
tasks and who are  willing to  continually renew their education.... The power of 
the com puter to  transform  learning calls for a new view of what is still 
fundam ental in the  curriculum . The resourcefulness of educators in constructing 
this view will determ ine, in large measure, the  benefits th a t we as a nation 
derive from the  sh ift to  the inform ation society" (1983, p. 25). Shane rela ted  his 
views: "With the  mzissive changes in production and the  new kinds of jobs
opening up in the  high-tech field, the re  already are  enormous demands on 
education agencies for the  re tro fitting , retreading, and re-educating of people; 
learning experiences which can continue right on through life  into our senior 
years. If our schools do not m eet these needs, some o ther kinds of agencies will 
— the kind of agencies th a t already have taken over portions of the instructional 
monopoly th a t schools enjoyed in the  50's (1983, p. 13).
Houston (1983) discussed the issue concerning planning for learning in 
the  world of tom orrow . Houston suggested th a t deciding w hat students will need 
to  know is a  giant step toward planning for the  fu tu re . Troutmann and Palombo 
suggested it is necessary to: "Incorporate com puters and other inform ation
technologies eis a  meaningful part of and vehicle for the education of all 
students" (1983, p. 49). Dede (1983) studied in detail the  likely evolution of 
com puters in schools and concluded th a t students of th e  fu tu re  will be trained by 
com puters and educated by teachers, allowing both com puter and teacher to
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function in more e ffic ien t and cost effective  ways. Lipkin s tated : 'T h e  rapid 
growth of m icrocom puter use in the majority of the nations public schools is a 
tribu te  to  ingenuity, innovativeness and hard work of both educators and the 
public th a t has provided support for the ir efforts" (1983, p. 26).
There seems to  be a  concensus by the  many educators who have studied 
and reseeu’ched issues of fu ture education as it re la tes  to  com puters th a t all of 
the fu ture programs assume th a t the study of the com puter is vital and to  deny 
one the opportunity to  be trained  in com puters is to  deny one a  com plete 
education. G lines (1983) com piled an extensive lis t of resources on the future 
(over 5,000), which are  available to  educators amd teachers.
Changing technology requires adaptation not only in offices, facto ries, 
households, and governm ent, but also in education. T h e  rn-versity  of the  fu ture 
will certainly require all students to  be com petent in using inform ation 
technologie^' Dunn (1983, p. 59). To require th a t all students be com petent in 
inform ation technology im plies, of course, th a t i t  be taught. Com puter 
technology places demands on colleges and universities to  make available to  the 
student a much wider body of knowledge.
When universities make available training in inform ation technology 
they will obviously be preparing them selves as well as the ir students for 
participation in the  inform ation revolution. To avoid education in inform ation 
technology would be failing to  be on the cutting  edge of knowledge. Dunn 
emphasized: "Many institu tions will close over the next 20 years, falling victim 
to  demographic changes, new technologies, funding problems, ex ternal degree 
programs, and com petition. But exciting days are  ahead for those institutions 
th a t Ccin make the transition  and realize the unlimited potential of the 
inform ation society. . . . Only those institutions with the ability  to  adjust to the 
challenge of the  fu ture will survive into the  tw enty-first century" (1983, p. 55).
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Where universities fail to  supply th e  needed training, businesses and governm ent 
agencies will continue to  provide education which is needed to equip em ployees 
to  accomplish their jobs amd to  grow professionally.
Two professional business organizations, the ACM and the DPMA have 
made recom m endations th a t colleges and universities establish standard 
curricula to  satisfy  the needs of students for education in inform ation technology 
needed for present and fu tu re  em ploym ent.
The purpose of the ACM developed curriculum is to  establish a  core 
curriculum th a t would be required fo r all com puter science m ajors. A fter 
com pletion of this core m ateria l, students would be allowed to  make their 
selection of electives in associated areas for m ore in-depth study, leading to  a 
wide range of potential career paths within th e  com puter field. The basic 
orientation of th e  ACM program is to  produce personnel who would be educated 
to  becom e developers of basic com puter hardw are and system  softw are 
technology. As shown in th e  ACM recom mended curricula (1981, p. 120) the  
required eight core course are:
CS 1. Com puter Program m ing I;
CS 2. Com puter Program m ing II;
CS 3. Introduction to  C om puter Systems;
CS 4. Introduction to  C om puter Organization;
CS 5. Introduction to  F ile Processing;
CS 6. O perating Systems and C om puter A rch itectu re I;
CS 7. D ata S tructures and Algorithm Analysis;
CS 8. Organization of Programm ing Languages.
A copy of the recom m ended ACM curriculum containing both the core 
courses and electives is included in appendix B.
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The DPMA also has a  recommended curriculum th a t is tailored for the 
business environm ent. The DPMA curriculum portrays the requirem ents by 
education, knowledge, and abilities—tem pered by the  employment realities 
demanded by the d a ta  processing profession.
Adams and A they sta ted  the  objective of th e  DPMA curriculum was to: 
"provide graduates w ith the knowledge, ab ilities, and a ttitudes to  function 
effectively  as applications program m er/analysts, and with the educational 
background and desire for lifelong professional development. Specific
curriculum objectives th a t contribute to  this overall objective are:
1. to  f)rovide understanding of the  goeils, functions, and operations of 
business organizations;
2. to  provide understanding of th e  inform ation needs and the role of 
inform ation system s in these organizations;
3. to  provide the analytical and technical skills for identifying,
studying, and solving inform ation problems within organizations;
4. to  provide communications and human relations skills for effective  
in teraction  with organization m em bers, especially with the  users and developers 
of inform ation systems;
5. to  provide knowledge and ability  for effective management of 
inform ation system s projects;
6. to  instill a  professional a ttitu d e  and seriousness of purpose about 
Com puter Inform ation Systems as a  career field; and
7. to  provide the background for fu rther study of and professional
advancem ent in th e  field of Com puter Inform ation Systems.
The model curriculum presented here operationalizes these objectives 
through an in tegrated  set of courses corresponding generally to  the major 
activ ities of the  systems development life  cycle, along with other courses
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dealing with the  hardw are, softw are, applications, organizational, m anagerial, 
and business aspects of system s development" (1981, p. 10).
To fulfill the  selected  objectives, the  DPMA has specified seven 
required com puter courses, eight required business courses, and a  selection of 
electives to com plete the DPMA Com puter Inform ation Systems Curriculum . A 
copy of the DPMA curriculum is included in appendix C .
In addition to  the recommended curricula, both the  ACM and the  DPMA 
have established c rite ria  to  be used in evaluating and certify ing colleges and 
universities th a t m eet th e  requirem ents for preparing students in inform ation 
technology.
A t the tim e this report was prepared, the re  was no universal college or 
university established standard curriculum for e ither com puter science or 
inform ation processing.
Dunn (1983) points out th a t presently, industry and government agencies 
are spending about 100 billion dollars annually for in house training of their 
employees. This means th a t they are  using thousands of educators to  ready the ir 
employees for job success. C etron  (1983) pointed out several high-tech areas in 
which educators a t all levels should be concerned about the  present and future 
curricula in preparing students for the  next decade.
Some academ ic areas of universities have responded to  the need in 
inform ation high-tech by developing and offering program s. Com puter courses 
have been included in many business schools for more than a decade. O ther 
professions by necessity will follow this trend according to  Hudson (1982).
3ust as businesses have adapted to  many rapid technological changes, 
universities must also adapt in order to  prepare students for careers in our 
inform ation age post-industrial society.
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The necessity for change within education seems certain  according to 
excerp ts from the  Task Force R eports, "TFR", on "Action for Excellence." Hunt 
concluded th a t "It is the thesis of this report th a t our fu ture success as a 
nation--our national defense, our social stability  and well-being, and our national 
prosperity—will depend on our ability to  improve education and training for 
millions of individual citizens" (1983, p. 15).
Hudson emphasized the  need for high-tech education by saying: "To 
manage technological change, we m ust manage our human resources better"  
(1982, p. 824). Rider s ta ted  "Today's autom ated office system s and their 
electronic work stations require tra ined , professional personnel to  s ta ff them . 
This places new demands on educators to  prepare the ir students for the 
workplace" (1983, p. 215).
Technological changes are  requiring more treuning for the  average 
employee than was true  in the past. As sociologist Baldridge indicated "Service 
industries require more skills, so your job will probably require more education 
and training than your father's" (1975, p. 373). Cetron (1983) asserted  th a t many 
com puter-related  areas th a t will require changes in curren t curricula if 
educational institutions are  to  make available graduates educated for the  fu tu re. 
The increased need fOT education in high-tech areas heis given education an 
im portant and significant place in preparing persons for th e  fu ture.
Developing knowledge and skills w ith com puters must be made a 
fundam ental peirt of any university's perform ance. Estes and Watkins sta ted : 
"Inform ation, our most precious resource in education, can be b e tte r  managed, 
more creatively configured, and more comprehensively retained than ever before 
through the use of computers" (1983, p. 28).
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Com puter R elated  Professions of the Future
The inform ation revolution and the  associated technological 
developm ents have created  and will continue to  c re a te  many new opportunities 
for em ployment for those who are  able and willing to  acquire the necessary 
skills. The emerging careers of the inform ation age will be different in many 
ways from those of the  past, and will require skills and training which have been 
in short supply.
H art (1983) s ta ted  th a t by the  year 2000, approxim ately 43 million 
positions will have been affected  by the  com puter revolution. Cetron (1983) 
predicted th a t the  inform ation age participants in the  United S tates will require 
112.4 percent more com puter system s analysis and 77.2 percent more com puter 
program m ers by 1990. Furtherm ore, Maloney rela ted : "by 1990 this country will 
need 60 percent more com puter program m ers, 80 percent more systems analysts, 
and m ore than tw ice the number of com puter service technicians available 
today" (1983, p. 120). The number of personnel involved in com puter usage will 
increase significantly in the next 10 years. The 1984-85 edition of the U.S. 
D epartm ent of Labor's Bureau of Labor S ta tis tic s , Bulletin 2205, s ta ted  th a t 
"Employment of programm ers is expected to  grow much fas te r than the average 
for all occupations through the  mid 1990's" (1984, p. 179). Bulletin 2205 also 
contained the  following: "Job prospects should be best for college graduates who 
have had com puter rela ted  courses, particularly  for those who have a  major in 
com puter science or com puter inform ation system s and experience or training in 
an applied field such as accounting, m anagem ent, engineering, or science" (1983,
p. 180).
Maloney predicted: "Individuals with com puter based training will
prosper in th e  years to  come" (1983, p. 120). Business Week rela ted  the following 
description: "More than programming is needed. "Business graduates with
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problem solving skills who have com puter training are  what is wanted now" 
(1982, p. 29). Dunn (1983) pointed out th a t the com plexity of today's world 
necessitates a system s analysis perspective to  problem solving, taking into 
account the to ta l knowledge base. Feingold explained th a t those who teach 
inform ation science "Educate others in the  planning, design, management, 
evéduation, and use of th e  to ta l inform ation process" (1983 p. 10).
Training for fu tu re  jobs as a  program m er, programmer analyst or 
system s analyst will require a  minimum preparation of a  four year degree 
according to  A they  and Wagner (1979). According to  Craw ford a  practical step 
for a  university, faced both with the  overwhelming needs of the future for 
properly tradned em ployees and also with the  obsolescence of some of the 
currently  taught subjects, should be to  develop "a core of courses in applications 
programming, system s design and system s analysis" (1980, p. 37).
Com puter program m ers are  usually responsible for writing the  step-by- 
step  instructions a  com puter must follow to  do some required task , such as 
organize da ta  or solve a  problem . Craw ford s ta ted  th a t programming; "Requires 
a  background em phasizing the  technical skills and knowledge areas associated 
with a  com puter and its  system  softw are" (1980, p. 35).
In system s design, one must know not only programming activ ity , but 
also up-to-date knowledge of the technology available for use as systems 
com ponents. System s analysis requires the  train ing of a  system s designer plus an 
emphasis on problem solving.
Feingold (1983, p. 10) noted th a t throughout history, new careers have 
em erged and o thers have becom e obsolete. A t this tim e, the change in careers is 
most d ram atic . C etron presented his viewpoint as follows: "One thing is certain  
about tom orrow's job m arket: dram atic shifts will occur in employment
patterns" (1983, p. 15).
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One possible conclusion to  the foregoing analysis could be, tha t 
currently  as well as in the fu tu re , what will be needed is more than just 
com puter literacy . Couger defines com puter literacy  as consisting of the 
following, "A basic understanding of what a com puter is and what it can and 
cannot do. The achievem ent of a  minimum level of skill in the  programming of a 
com puter in am easy to  learn  language. A basic understanding of the application 
potential of the  com puter to  a  student's discipline and major, including 
com puterized analysis and support for decision making. A basic understanding of 
th e  im pact upon society, both positive and negative, brought about by fa s t yet 
inexpensive com puters. The curriculum would include legal and eth ical issues" 
(1982, p. 2).
Quinn, Kirkman, and Schultz emphasized what will be needed is beyond 
com puter literacy . They stated ; "U nfortunately, com puter literacy  is already a 
ghost of education past. Students and adults of the inform ation society need 
knowledge, skills, and a ttitu d es  fa r m ore generic and pervasive than simply those 
required to  operate a  com puter term inal or use a  basic com puter language to  
program a  m icrocom puter. Most im portant, they need to  focus on the concepts 
and skills of inform ation managem ent ra ther than on a  body of content reflecting  
today's microcomputers" (1983, p. 38).
Colleges and universities, particularly  in business schools, have taken 
appropriate steps to  tra in  th e  professionals of the  fu tu re. A major study by 
Horn, Pierson and Nord has concluded by sta ting  "Survey findings reveal tha t 
Com puter Inform ation Systems programs now exist in the m ajority of 
participating AACSB-accredited schools which participated  in the study. The 
percentage of th e  schools offering such programs will increase by more than 33 
percent over the next th ree  years if current institutional plans ai'e im plem ented. 
Introductory COBOL courses are  offered in the m ajority of AACSB-accredited 
business schools" (1984, p. 15).
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The Federal Governm ent and Com puters
M alliaris pointed out, 'In  th e  history of ideas, the government's 
economic role can range between ex trem e laissez-faire and thorough socialism" 
(1984, p. 125). I t was not the purpose of this study to  debate the economic role 
of the federal government, but to  recognize th a t the  economic role of the 
governm ent of the United S ta tes  depends greatly  on the use of com puters. 
Spencer explained "The largest com puter user in the  world is the  United S ta tes  
Federal Government" (1983, p. 439). B itter s ta ted , "Among the largest users of 
com puters are federal, s ta te , and local governm ents. All phases of government 
are  affected  by the  use of com puters. Uses are widespread and are  growing 
daily, ranging from the renewal of licenses to  the counting of votes cast in 
Congress" (1984, p. 249).
Sanders (1985) provided a  comprehensive review of com puters in 
governm ent. He specifically mentioned such uses as Planning and Decision 
making, Environmental planning. R esearch, M ilitary, W eather, A griculture and 
Congressional and Legislative D ata Systems. O ther authors also discussed the 
use of com puters for defense purposes. Harold suggested th a t "Computers are  of 
increasing im portance in m ilitary applications. High level officials in the  Armed 
Forces often  make decisions with the aid of com puter-generated inform ation, 
and the  m ilitary also uses com puters to  transm it data." He continued with "A 
network of tw enty communications sa te llites  transm its data from all over the 
world to  m ilitary com puter cen ters. The North A m erica Air Defense Command 
near Colorado Springs, Colorado, m aintains a huge data  base, which accepts data 
from radar and sa te llite  equipment positioned throughout the world" (1984, p. 
429).
Closely rela ted  to  the use of com puters in the  m ilitary is the topic of 
com puter security. Arbib indicated th a t "To te s t the  security of com puter
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system s th a t are to  be used by the  United S ta tes  Defense D epartm ent, the 
United S ta tes  Air Force has funded th e  MITRE Corporation to  form expert 
programmers into 'tig e r team s' whose job i t  is to  work a t ordinary term inals of a 
tim e-sharing system and see if they can crack th a t part of the  system whose use 
is being considered by the Defense D epartm ent. Even the  most elaborate 
security on a tim e-sharing system seems unable to  resist cin a ttack  from such a 
'tiger team .' For th is reason, com puter security  is a  major research area" (I9S4, 
p. 148).
Another a rea  of extensive com puter usage in the government has been 
th a t of economic forecasting. For exam ple, th e  Federal Reserve System, the 
Nation's central bank, collects vast amounts of da ta  concerning the transactions 
th a t take place a t  the Nation's banks. Also, th e  Com m erce D epartm ent collects 
an enormous am ount of data  such as gross national product, net national product, 
{personal income, disposable income, consumption, investm ent, savings and other 
re la ted  inform ation. The Labor D epartm ent, likewise collects and maintains 
extensive records dealing with th e  Nation's em ployment, unemployment, 
wholesale price index, consumer price index and other s ta tis tic s . In the  same 
category of econom ic rela ted  data , the  Census Bureau co llects and sorts many 
item s of in te rest during each census period. For exam ple, inform ation about 
fam ilies living in various regions and classified according to  income, can be 
sorted by com puters to  show s ta te , county or c ity  inform ation.
Within the area of the economic activ ity  of the  government and the  
necessary use of com puters for efficiency reasons, we should note the 
com puterized ac tiv ities  of th e  Internal Revenue Service. I t  is known, th a t every 
year, persons who make over the minimum amount of income as well as all 
businesses and corporations must file  tax  returns with th e  Internal Revenue 
Service. Without the com puter, i t  would be impossible to  process this vast
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number of tax  returns. Com puters are currently  used to monitor the returns, 
record inform ation and speed up the  tim e needed to  process th e  millions of tax  
returns. Com puters are also used by th e  Internal Revenue Service to  randomly 
select returns for auditing.
The Social Security system is another agency th a t m ust have computers 
to  accomplish its  daily tasks. The trem endous amount of data  th a t m ust be 
collected could not be handled without com puters. In addition, the  calculation of 
and the distribution of benefits are  accomplished by the  use of com puters.
Social w elfare planning is another area th a t is presently making use of 
com puters. A dm inistrative analysis can be speeded up by th e  use of com puter- 
processed data . Family da ta  and caseload inform ation can be retrieved and 
studied or updated a t  the touch of a  minimum number of keys.
Within the federal governm ent's econom ic ac tiv ity  also falls the  U.S. 
Postal Service which is another area  requiring massive use of com puters to 
accomplish its  job. According to  Horn and Poirot "Machines th a t sort le tte rs  and 
parcels, machines th a t read addresses, and machines th a t autom atically  move 
mail between places in a post office are com puter-controlled. The U. S. Postal 
Service handles 100 billion pieces of mail yeeirly. Com puters are used to  help 
figure postal ra te s  and post office business expenses. Large quantities of mail 
are weighed on com puterized scales th a t record the ir w eight. Com puters are 
used in m ost post offices to  monitor room tem peratu re , fire  and smoke 
detecto rs, e lec tric ity , and w ater usage. Com puters help to  relocate  empty 
equipment between the  30,000 U. S. Post Offices" (1981, p. 82). Horn and Poirot 
also s ta ted  th a t "The United S ta tes  Postal Service even has a  com puter to  keep 
track  of how many com puters i t  has" (1981, p. 82).
Having delineated the  use of com puters by th e  Federal G overnm ent in 
defense and economic activ ities , o ther uses of com puters in government 
activ ities will now be re la ted .
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Congress, has a  system called LEGIS which records, stores, and provides 
prompt responses to  inquiries about the curren t bills and resolutions. B itter 
s ta ted  "The com puter o ffers new approaches to  FBI crim e detection . Among 
them are th e  Organized Crim e Inform ation System (OCIS), the  Investigative 
Support Inform ation System (ISIS) and the Foreign C ounterintelligence System 
(FCIS)" (1984, p. 251).
Another a rea  of Federal G overnm ent com puter activ ity  is in the 
National Oceanic and Atm ospheric A dm inistration (NOAA). NOAA's use of 
com puters makes it possible fo r worldwide w eather data , gathered from 
sate llites and ground s+aiions, to  be supplied to  o ther government agencies, to  
new scasters, and other civilian users of w eather data.
The foregoing analysis on the use of com puters by the  Fédérai 
Governm ent rela tes the incredible magnitude of com puter use in government. 
K anter skillfully summarized: "The use of com puters in the  federal government 
is a microcosm of the ir use in the rest of the  business community. The federal 
government operates m anufacturing plants, financial institu tions, service 
operations, hospitals, education facilities, transportation, distribution outlets, 
and the like. Basic applications include accounting and adm inistration, 
processing and auditing tax  returns, maintaining and analyzing census data, and 
order processing and billing for the services the government perform s for 
individuals and businesses" (1984, p. 178).
Summary
This chapter has established a  theoretical base for the  need of trained 
personnel to  perform inform ation processing in the  magnitude of uses of 
com puters in th e  Federal G overnm ent.
The unfolding of the  inform ation age in our tim e is the  foundational 
cornerstone of the  lite ra tu re  reviewed. The enormous amounts of d a ta  th a t can
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be accum ulated, stored, m anipulated and analyzed, not only identified the 
inform ation age but also pinpointed the  cen tra lity  of com puters in our society.
Although the  com putational needs of the m ilitary operations during the 
second World War intensified the development of com puters, the re  were only a 
few of them available in the early  50's. By 1960, it  was estim ated th a t less than 
10,000 com puters w ere operational in th e  United S ta tes . Today this number is 
over 10 million and with the proliferation of the personal com puter, i t  has been 
predicted th a t by 1990 com puters will be as numerous as cars. This proliferation 
of technological developments has intensified our society's need for inform ation 
and has increased the  necessity for more up-to-date education for all 
program m ers and system s analysts.
The inform ation age with its  fundam ental association with com puters 
has been one of the  technological forces th a t has triggered many changes in our 
society . Forem ost among such changes has been the  educational transform ation 
of curricula in colleges and universities across the  United S ta tes. For the  most 
p a rt, educational institutions have responded to  these changes by offering 
courses in popular com puter programming languages, data base managem ent, 
inform ation system s, and system s analysis and design.
It has been appropriate fo r institutions of higher learning to  respond and 
to  adapt to  these instructional demands of the evolving inform ation age.
The United S ta tes Federal G overnm ent, the worlds's largest user of 
com puters, has had a  trem endous im pact on the  requirerr.ents necessary for 
training of com puter professionals.
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to  determ ine the projected perform ance 
requirem ents for programmers and system s analysts personnel entering 
inform ation processing jobs for the  federal governm ent, and to  identify subject 
areas th a t would enhance future college and universities com puter science 
curricula.
This chapter contains a discussion of the  population, the  questionnadre, 
the method of data  collection and the  procedures followed by this study. Its  
purpose is to  elaborate on the procedures used in gathering and analyzing the 
data .
Population
The Inform ation Age revolves around the  extensive use of com puters. 
Com puter program m ers and systems analysts are two of the more essential 
professions. The Federal Government, as the  la rgest com puter user in the world, 
employs a g rea t number of programmers and system s analysts.
The population for this study includes the supervisory personnel in all 
com puterized offices in th e  Federal G overnm ent th a t utilize programmers and 
system  analysts. However, as s ta ted  earlier, one lim itation for this study is tha t 
the  sample is lim ited to  those offices of the federal government in agencies 
within Oklahoméi.
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In Oklahoma, federal agencies from which the  sample data  was drawn 
were the  U.S. Air Force (three Air Force bases), U ^ . Army, U ^ . Army Corp of 
Engineers, Federal Reserve Bank, and the  Federal Aviation A uthority. There are 
60 Federal hiring offices in Oklahoma th a t use program m ers and systems 
analysts.
Questionnaire
In determ ining the  perform ance requirem ents preferred by data  
processing supervisors, i t  was necessary to  assess curren t and fu ture educational 
requirem ents in college and university com puter and inform ation systems 
training. This survey used a  combination of personnel interviews and a 
questionnaire to  make the needed assessm ent.
Interviews were conducted with each of the  division chiefs in each of 
the  selected  federal agencies. They were briefed on th e  purpose of the study and 
the ir help was solicited in having their supervisors fill out the  questionnaire.
The questionnaire for this survey was designed by the  researcher to  
evaluate both the  curren t and fu ture job requirem ents for programmers and 
system s analysts. The word, "survey" has been defined as looking over or beyond. 
For one to  look beyond and understand what is found, i t  is necessary to  know 
w hat is occurring today in order th a t the differences may be discerned.
Recom mendations by H illestad (1977) w ere adopted to  develop a 
questionnaire most likely to  elic it responses from the  supervisors in the study 
sample. Hillestad recommends;
1. Visualize the  respondents so as to make the  questions as clear and 
specific as possible.
2. Group together questions dealing with each aspect of the study.
3. Arrange questions in either a  psychological or logical order.
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4. Make a j ^ r e n t  th a t the questions are re la ted  to  the purpose of the 
study.
5. Use an easy-to-answ er io rm at (p. 42).
The questionnaire was designed for the firs t two questions to  return  
da ta  concerning current personnel. The next two questions were used to  gain 
data  concerning the requirem ents for personnel and the desired educational level 
and training desired for fu tu re  em ployees. Questions five, six, and seven were 
used to  indicate the worth of past training and the need for continuing education 
of working personnel. Questions eight and nine were included to  ascerta in  the 
vcdue of other subject m a tte r and the need to  include new m aterial in fu ture 
training. Question ten allowed the  supervisors to  input any other da ta  they 
believed to  be pertinent to  the  survey.
The content of the  d a ta  collection instrum ent was taken from a 
previous research study conducted by th is researcher in major business firm s in 
Oklahoma and from a  review of curren t lite ra tu re . The original d ra ft for this 
study was reviewed by a jury of educational experts consisting of selected  
facu lty  in the  fields of te s ts  and m easurem ents and s ta tis tic s . Their 
recom m endations w ere incorporated and th e  revised instrum ent was presented to  
selected  officials in governm ent offices responsible for inform ation system s. 
Com m ents from this panel of experts were used to  construct a data  collection 
instrum ent used for a  pilot te s t .
A pilot te s t was conducted with the  prelim inary fo rm at of the 
questionnaire being studied and com pleted by six curren t government 
supervisors. Their suggestions and com m ents were considered in deciding on the 
fined form at of the questionnaire. These experts decided the  final fo rm at of the 
da ta  collection instrum ent could be depended on to  provide reliable, consistent, 
unambiguous inform ation.
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Procedures
The procedures followed by th is study fall into two categories: those 
relevant to  data  collection and those re la ted  to  the analyses of the collected 
data .
As explained earlier, the recom m endations of H illestad (1977) were 
adopted in designing a  pilot questionnaire. This questionnaire was tested  in its  
prelim inary form and was revised prior to  distribution. Interviews were 
scheduled with each division chief and the  purpose of each question was 
explained and discussed. The chiefs a t each location then distributed the 
questionnaires to  each of the applicable supervisors in the ir area . A to ta l of 60 
questionnaires w ere given out to  these supervisors.
In the  second category, a  detedled analyses of these data  were 
perform ed by using standard sta tis tica l procedures th a t included both descriptive 
s ta tis tic s  and correlational methods. The original da ta  were presented in tabular 
fo rm ats for inform ational purposes and to  supply possible answers to  the 
perform ance requirem ents needed in the  fu tu re  by government inform ation 
processing personnel. In addition, the  d a ta  were used to  suggest potential 
desirable curricular changes in present com puter science training.
R esults of descriptive s ta tis tic s  anedyses w ere presented by the use of 
frequency tab les, bar charts and pie diagrams were utilized to  contrast various 
da ta  and to  e x tra c t additional inform ation.
Finally, th e  data  in questions 8 and 9 of the questionnaire were 
analyzed by use of correlational methods and th is procedure was used in detail to  
identify  existing relationships among other subject areas amd courses in present 
com puter science curricula.
All s ta tis tica l com putations and graphs were produced using com puter 
programs w ritten  by the researcher specifically for this study.
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Any com m ents given by supervisors in th e  open ended question 10 were 
presented in the ir relation to  the overall study.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to  determ ine the  projected perform ance 
requirem ents and skills (training needed) by personnel entering governmental 
inform ation processing jobs during the next several years as viewed by 
supervisors in governmental agencies and the personnel officers responsible for 
hiring.
The specific problems addressed in this study w ere as follows:
1. The identification of the  perform ance requirem ents for com puter 
programmers and system s analysts which government employers expect to  be 
needed for employment during the  leist half of the 1980's in the field of 
inform ation processing;
2. The effectiveness of currently employed com puter programmers 
and system s analysts as determ ined by supervisor assessment;
3. Identification of the areas in which colleges and universities will 
need to  make curricular changes in order to  provide the government as well as 
the  business community w ith properly trsdned professionals in inform ation 
processing.
The sta tis tica l d a ta  w ere obtained from supervisor assessm ents of the 
academ ic preparation and qualifications of those hired into government positions
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as com puter professionals. In addition the  desires of these supervisors for fu ture 
curriculum requirem ents was included as a  part of the  questionnaire responses.
As s ta ted  in chapter th ree , the  questionnaire was given to  sixty 
inform ation processing supervisors in governmental agencies within the  s ta te  of 
Oklahoma. F ifty  seven of these adm inistrators com pleted and returned their 
questionnaires. This means th a t ninety-five percent of the supervisors 
responded.
The responses of th e  supervisors a re  teibulated in figure 1. The analysis 
of figure 1 is organized in th ree  sections corresponding to  the th ree  main 
problems addressed in this study. Each section contains subsections to  fac ilita te  
th e  exposition. (See Figure 1.)
Perform ance Requirem ents 
Hiring Trends
Questions I and 3 w ere used to  address the hiring trends of 
programm ers and system analysts. While question 1 asks specifically for past 
hiring trends, question 3 asks for fu tu re  hiring expectations. Figures 2, 3, and 4 
present a  comparison between the  number of employees hired during the past 
five years and the number expected to  be hired in the next five years for the 
following th ree  categories: program m ers, system s analysts and the two
combined. (See Figures 2, 3, and 4.)
Each bar chart illu stra tes  th a t increases eire an ticipated  for both 
programm ers and systems analysts. More specifically, the  anticipated  
percentage increase in demand for programmers is 18.3 percent and for systems 
analysts is 44.4 percent. The combined bar chart reflec ts  a 26.1 percent 
increase for both categories.
Questionnaire respondents clearly  indicate the demand for programm ers 
and systems analysts will continue to  be strong during the next five years.
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■ . rlcw aar.y esrloyees have been hired in the past five years 
tr.ar w ere placed into the following types of positions?
Programmers 420
Systems Analysts 178
2. Vhat academic qualifications did those employees have?
Please indicate by placing numbers in the proper spaces.
So Associate Bachelor's Bachelor's Masters 
Degree Degree Computer Computer Computer 
Minor Major Major
Programmers 235 57 75 44 9
Systems Analysts 19 15 43 88 13
3. How many do you expect to hire in the next five years?
Programmers 497
Systems Analysts 257
4. Vhat academic qualifications would you prefer for those you expect 
to hire in the next five years?
Ho Associate Bachelor's Bachelor's Masters
Degree Degree Computer Computer Computer
Minor Major Major
0 0 7 46 2
5. How would you rate the preparation of those hired in the past five 
years? Indicate by placing numbers in the correct spaces.
Below Above
Poor Average Average Average Excellent
Programmers 9 69 247 78 17
Systems Analysts 1 27 103 45 2
6. Vhat is your rating of the training currently offered by colleges 
and universities for the following positions.
Below Above
Poor Average Average Average Excellent
Programmers n s 12 13 i
Systems Analysts 0 0 15 23 11
7. Indicate your need for continuing formal education in the updating
of computer skills of present employees.
Not Moderately Very No
Useful Useful Useful Important Important Opinion
0 3 6 15 32 0
Figure 1. Supervisors' responses.
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= . usef-^ _ ic you fine training in tne following areas for 
prograaaers and sysoeas analysis?
IJoi Mcderaicly Very No
Useful Useful Useful lapcrtan* laponant Opinion
ausiness 12 22 11 9 1
Kainemaiics 1 2 15 21 16  ^
Management 2 3 25 16 12  1_
Accounting 2 12 21 H  8  3_
Engineering 1 6 21 16 6  ^
9. Indicate your 
subjects in ycur
projecti 
area dur
on of the usefulness of the 
ing tne next five years.
following
Not M 
Useful
cderately
Useful Useful Important
Very
Important
No
Opini
Database 0 1 5 U 36 1
Telecommunications 2 1 12 39 ‘ _1__
Networking 0 2 3 16 35 1
Microcomputers 0 1 7 19 29 1
Systems Analysis 0 0 7 11 35 1
Systems Design 0 1 3 20 32 1
Computer Security 1 2 8 18 27 1
COBOL 8 7 12 18 11 1
PASCAL 17 12 17 1 1 6
ADVANCED COBOL 8 9 8 12 18 2
ASSEMBLER 6 7 21 13 8 2
ADA 9 9 6 18 10 5
10. Comments 20
Figure 1 Continued.
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Figure 2. Hiring and fo recasted  hiring for program m ers.
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Figure 3. Hiring and forecasted  hiring for system s analysts.
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Figure a. Hiring and expected hiring of program m ers and system s analysts.
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Although the  an ticipated  demand for programm ers and systems analysts 
is strong, it should be pointed out th a t the demand fur systems analyst is 
expected to  be much stronger than th a t for program m ers. It is worth 
reem phasizing th a t the  an ticipated  increase for system s analysts is 44.4 percent 
while th a t for program m ers is 18.3 percent.
Academ ic Qualifications
In this section, results of the  questionnaire responses to  questions 2 and 
4 are  presented. Question two deeUt w ith th e  academ ic qualifications of 
previously hired em ployees, while question four covered th e  desired academ ic 
qualifications with respect to  fu tu re  hirees.
F igure 5 is used to  show in a  bar chart fo rm at, the academ ic 
qualifications of the  programm ers hired during th e  past five years. Table 1 
shows th e  frequency distribution, percentages and cum ulative percentages of the 
program m er qualifications.
Table I
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION; ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
OF PROGRAMMERS
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE
NO DEGREE 235 56.0 56.0
ASSOCIATE DEGREE 57 13.5 69.5
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COMPUTER MINOR
75 17.9 87.4
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
C om puter Major
44 10.5 97.9
MASTER'S DEGREE 9 2.1 100.0
Total 420 100.0
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I t  is im portant to  observe th a t 56 percent of the  programm ers used by 
the  federal government during the  past five years did not possess any type of 
college degree. To explain th is phenomenon, i t  must be understood th a t many of 
these were m ilitary personnel who received their programming training from 
m ilitary schools cind w ere given additional on-the-job train ing to  qualify them  to 
perform as program m ers. Since 13.5 percent of th e  program m ers have earned an 
associate degree, this shows th a t approxim ately 70 percent of the  programmers 
used by the federal governm ent do not have a  bachelor's degree. Thus, only 30 
percent of the  programm ers have com pleted the college or university training 
necessary to  earn a bachelor's degree.
I t  should also be noted th a t of those program m ers w ith a bachelor's 
degree, 75 had a degree with a  com puter minor while only 44 received their 
bachelor's degree with a  concentration of studies in the  field of com puter 
science. Finally, only 2.1 percent of the programm ers hired during the past five 
years had com pleted a  m aster's degree with a  com puter m ajor.
In con trast to  the results shown for program m ers, it  is observed th a t 
the  academ ic baclcground of system s analysts hired during th e  past five years is 
quite d ifferen t. Figure 6 indicates th a t 144 of 178 system s analysts had a t least 
a  bachelor's degree. Table 2 shows nearly 81 percent of system s analysts had a t 
least a  bachelor's degree. (See Table 2.) Of the 131 th a t have a  bachelor's 
degree, 88, 67.2 percen t, have a  major in com puter science. Of the remaining 
system s analysts, 19 persons or 10.7 percent of the to ta l have no degree while 15 
or 8.4 percent of the to tal have an associate degree. In addition, 13 or 7.4 
percent of the  system s analysts have a m aster's degree.
One conclusion suggested by these results is th a t although i t  is reasonably 
streiight-forward to  tra in  programm ers on the  job, this is not the case for 
system s analysts. In o ther words, systems analysts are much more likely to  have
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com pleted a college or university program in com puter science than the 
programm ers.
Table 2
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS 
OF SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE
NO DEGREE 19 10.7 10./
ASSOCIATE DEGREE 15 8.4 19.1
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COMPUTER MINOR
43 24.2 43.3
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
C om puter Major
88 49.4 92.7
MASTER'S DEGREE 13 7.3 100.0
Total 178 100.0
For purposes of comparison of question 2 with question 4, a  bar chart 
was constructed consisting of th e  combined responses for both programm ers and 
system s analysts to  question 2. The academ ic qualifications are  presented in 
figure 7.
The combined results show th a t 272 of the individuals hired as 
programm ers or systems analysts during the past five years had a t least a 
bachelor's degree while 254 had no degree and 72 had an associate degree. Table 
3 shows frequency distribution of th is comparison of academ ic qualifications. 
{See Table 3.)
To emphasize the significance of college and university education for 
the combined results, a  pie diagram is presented in figure 8. This pie diagram 
indicates tha t approximately 45 percent of a toted of 598 hired as programmers
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Table 3
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: COMPARISON OF ACADEMIC
QUALIFICATIONS
CATEGORY PROGRAMMERS SYSTEMS
ANALYSTS
TOTAL
NO DEGREE 235 19 254
ASSOCIATE DEGREE 57 15 72
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
Com puter Minor
75 43 122
BACHELOR’S DEGREE 
C om puter Major
44 88 132
MASTER'S DEGREE 9 13 22
Total 420 178 598
of system s analysts during the past five years had a t  least a bachelor’s degree, 
while 55 percent had less than a  bachelor’s degree.
The results of question 4 are  presented in figure 9. This figure re flec ts  
th e  preferences of supervisors responsible for obtaining fu tu re  programm ers and 
system s analysts. It is worth noting th a t such managers express strongly the ir 
p reference for individuals with bachelor’s or m aster’s degrees. In other words, no 
preference has been expressed for program m ers or system s analysts without 
college or university training. A ctually, i t  is rem arkable to  note th a t from the 
sample returns of 57  m anagers, none expressed a preference for individuals with 
less training than th a t required to  earn a  bachelor’s degree.
In tab le  4, it  also should be noted th a t 83.7 percent of those managers 
desired th a t all employees entering the fields of programming or systems 
analysts should have a bachelor’s degree with a major in com puter science. In 
addition, only two managers expressed a preference for entering personnel to 
have a  m aster’s degree.
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No Assoc. Bachelor's Bachelor’s M aster's
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Minor Major Major
Figure 5. A cadem ic qualifications of program m ers hired during the la st five 
years.
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To con trast the results of the responses to  question 2, a  pie diagram 
was presented in figure 10. The pie diagram used only the categories th a t 
contained responses of th e  supervisors. In question 2, th e  pie diagram shows tha t 
more than half of the  existing hirees do not posses a  bachelor's degree, while the 
pie diagram showing the  results of question 4 indicates th a t 100 percent of the 
managers desire th a t fu tu re  hirees possess a  minimum of a  bachelor's degree.
The results of questions 2 and 4 seem to  suggest th a t although the past 
and curren t experiences in hiring programmers and system s analysts show th a t 
such individuals w ere hired w ithout a  bachelor's degree in the  past, supervisors 
would like to  increase th e  perform ance requirem ents in th e  fu tu re by requiring 
new programm ers and system s analysts to  have bachelor's degrees with com puter
T able 4
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: DESIRED FUTURE ACADEMIC
QUALIFICATIONS
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE
NO DEGREE 0 0.0 0.0
ASSOCIATE DEGREE 0 0.0 0.0
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
Com puter Minor
7 12.7 12.7
BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
Com puter Major
46 83.7 96.4
MASTER'S DEGREE 2 3.6 100.0
Total 55 100.0
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Figure 6. Academic qualifications of system s analysts hired during th e  last 
five years
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Figure 7. Combined bar chart showing th e  academ ic qualifications of
programm ers and systems analysts hired during the  last five years
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Figure 8. Pie diagram showing the combined percentages of qualifications of
programmers and systems analysts.
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Figure 9. Supervisors' desires for academ ic qualifications of programm ers 
and system s analysts to  be hired during th e  next five years.
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science m ajors. The data  suggest a  major change in hiring policies of supervisors 
responsible for obtaining programm ers and system s analysts.
One im plication suggested by th e  above results is th a t according to  the 
survey, there  seems to  be a  strong m arket for individuals with a degree in 
com puter science. This means th a t academ ic credentials are  highly valued by 
curren t governm ent supervisors who hire com puter programmers and systems 
analyst. In o ther words, in the  fu tu re , supervisors will demand higher academ ic 
qualifications as a prerequisite for satisfying perform ance requirem ents.
C urren t E ffectiveness 
Rating of P resent C om puter Training 
Analyses of questions 5 and 6 are  presented in this section.
Figure 11 illustrates the  resu lts of question 5 with respect to  
program m ers. Table 5 presents the  sam e results of question 5 in a  frequency 
distribution rating th e  preparation of program m ers. (See Table 5.) Table 5 also 
presents the  percent and cum ulative percen t frequency distribution of the  rating 
concerning the  preparation of program m ers. As figure 11 and tab le 5 illu stra te , 
the overwhelming m ajority of the  program m ers au’e  rated  as average. It should 
be noted th a t 247 out of a  to ta l of 420 program m ers, th a t is 58.8 percen t, are  
ra ted  average. Only 95 program m ers, 22.6 p>ercent, received a  rating higher than 
average. Seventy eight or 18.6 percent received an above average rating and 17 
or 4.0 percent received an excellent rating . The remaining 18.6 percent received 
a rating  lower than average.
Figure 12 and tab le 6 present the  results of the rating of the 
preparation of those systems analysts hired in th e  past five years. The m ajority 
of system s analysts, 103 out of a  to ta l of 178, th a t is 57.9 percent, w ere rated  
average. It is in teresting  to  note th a t 45 or 25.3 percent of the systems analysts
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Table 5
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION; RATING 
PREPARATION OF PROGRAMMERS
C ategory Frequency Percen t Cumulative %
Poor 9 2.1 2.1
Below Average 69 16.5 18.6
Average 247 58.8 77.4
Above Average 78 18.6 96.0
Excellent 17 4.0 100.0
Total 420 100.0
were rated  above average while only 18.6 percent of the  programmers were 
rated  above average. Although the  results of rating  program m ers and systems 
analysts are very close for the below average and average categories, there  are  
some differences in th e  other categories. Specifically, 2.1 percent of the 
programm ers were ra ted  poor while only 0.6 percent of th e  systems analysts 
were rated  in this category. However only 1.1 percen t of systems analysts were 
rated  excellen t while 4.0 percent of the program m ers were rated  in this 
category.
Curriculum Evaluation 
The respondents to  question 6 will vary in number because not all 
supervisors have both programm ers and system s analysts in their organization. 
The data from question 6 are  presented in bar ch art fo rm at in figure 13 and 14 
and as frequency distribution and percentages in tab les 7 and 8. Figure 13 shows
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Figure 10. Pie diagram showing supervisors' desired degree qualifications of 
programmers and analysts
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th e  rating  of the training currently  offered by colleges and universities for 
program m ers. I t  shows th a t no supervisors, of the 31 responding to  this question, 
considered training of programmers by colleges and universities to  be rated  poor 
while only one supervisor considered such programm er training to be excellent. 
Twelve supervisors considered the  training of programm ers to  be average while 
13 considered the  training of program m ers to  be above average.
Table 7 presents the frequency distribution of rating of programm ers 
and shows th a t 54.8 percent of the supervisors ra ted  the training of programm ers 
to  be average or below average. In con trast to  the results of tab le  7, tab le  8 
presents the  frequency distribution of the  supervisory rating of training of 
system s anadysts and shows no supervisors rated  the  training of system s analysts 
poor or below average. Only 30.6 percent of the  supervisors ra ted  training of 
system s analysts as average while the  remaining 69.4 percent of the supervisors 
rated  this training to  be above average or excellen t. Figure 14 shows th a t the 
model category for the rating of training of systems analysts is th a t of above 
average.
Table 9 gives a  percentage comparison of programmers hired during the 
last five years and the university train ing of programm ers. The d a ta  from 
question two indicated th a t most of the  government programmers had no 
university train ing. This could be a  fac to r in the resu ltan t rating  of the  
program m ers as shown in tab le  9. In con trast, 38.7 percent of the  supervisors 
rated  current university training of program m ers as average. N ote also th a t 
while 18.6 percen t of the program m ers w ere ranked in the  above average 
category, 42.0 percent of the supervisors considered college and university 
traii-Jng for programmers to  be above average. The im plication suggest th a t 
personnel trained in college and university com puter science programs are  more
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likely to  be hired in the fu ture. These results also indicate tha t government 
supervisors value these trained personnel more highly than those trained on-the- 
job.
Table 10 presents the percentage comparison of system s analysts hired 
during the  la s t 5 years and the  supervisory assessm ents of present college and 
university training of these personnel. An observation of the data  in this table 
shows th a t no supervisor rated  present college and university training of system s 
anédysts as poor or below average. Of the supervisors responding, 69.4 percent 
ranked this training as above average or excellen t. In contrast to  this, 15.2 
percent of the currently  employed system s analysts were ranked as below 
average, 57.9 percent were ranked as average, and 26.4 percent were ra ted  in 
the  two higher categories. These numbers also indicate th a t college and 
university trained system s analysts are  highly valued and rated  by their 
supervisors.
Table 6
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION; RATING 
PREPARATION OF SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
C ategory Frequency P ercen t Cum ulative %
Poor 1 0.6 06
Below Average 27 15.1 15.7
Average 103 57.9 73.6
Above Average 45 25.3 98.9
Excellent 2 1.1 100.0
Total 178 100.0
FREQUENCY
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Figure 11. Supervisors' rating of current programmers.
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Figure 12. Supervisor's rating of curren t systems analysts.
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Figure 13. Supervisors' rating of current training offered by colleges and
universities for programmers.
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Table 7
COLLEGE ANDFREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: RATING
UNIVERSITY TRAINING OF PROGRAMMERS
C ategory Frequency P ercen t Cumulative %
Poor 0 0.0 0.0
Below Average 5 16.1 16.1
Average 12 38.7 54.8
Above Average 13 42.0 96.8
Excellent 1 3.2 100.0
Total 31 100.0
Table 8
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION: RATING COLLEGE AND 
UNIVERSITY TRAINING OF SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
C ategory Frequency P ercen t Cumulative %
Poor 0 0.0 0.0
Below Average 0 0.0 0.0
Average 15 30.6 30.6
Above A verage 23 47.0 77.6
Excellent 11 22.4 100.0
Total 49 100.0
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Figure 14. Supervisors' rating  of curren t training offered by colleges and 
universities for system s analysts.
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Table 9
PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF PROGRAMMERS HIRED 
LAST FIVE YEARS AND COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 
TRAINING OF PROGRAMMERS
C ategory % Rating of 
Program m ers Hired 
L ast 5  Years
% Rating of 
College/University 
T raining
Poor 2.1 0.0
Below Average 16.5 16.1
Average 58.8 38.7
Above Average 18.6 42.0
Excellent 4.0 3.2
Table 10
PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS ANALYSTS HIRED LAST 
FIVE YEARS AND COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 
TRAINING OF SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
C ategory % R ating of 
A nalysts Hired 
L ast 5 Years
% Rating of 
College/U niversity 
T raining
Poor 0.6 0.0
Below Average 15.1 0.0
Average 57.9 30.6
Above Average 25.3 47.0
Excellent 1.1 22.4
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Curriculum Considerations 
Continuing Education 
This section contains a discussion of the  responses to  question 7.
Figure 15 illustrates the  number of these responses and their relation in 
a bar chart fo rm at. Table I I  lists th e  frequency distribution and also gives th e  
percentage of supervisors assigning each rating .
Table 11
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE CHART:
RATING OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
C ategory Number of Supervisors 
Giving This 
Rating
% of Supervisors 
Giving This 
Rating
N ot Useful 0 0.0
M oderately Useful 3 5.4
Useful 6 10.7
Im portant 15 26.8
Very Im portant 32 57.1
Total 56 100.0
Question 7 addresses the  im portance of form al continuing education in 
updating the  com puter skills of cu rren t employees. An overwhelming m ajority of 
supervisors, 83.9 percent rated  continuing education as im portant or very 
im portant. Only 10.7 percent gave a  rating  of useful, and 5.4 percent considered 
continuing education m oderately useful. No supervisors viewed continuing 
education as not useful. This is, only 9 out of 56 supervisors responding gave a 
rating  of useful or less. The remaining 47 ra ted  form al updating of com puter 
skills as im portant or very im portant.
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The results shown here clearly establish the  need for a  current, up-to- 
date continuing education program in the  com puter science area . This 
inform ation could be very useful for colleges and universities which have the 
resources to  provide continuing education courses in their com puter science 
curriculum.
Training in Associated A reas
Table 12 presents the supervisor's ratings of associated areas as they 
are reported in question 8. Table 13 presents the  percentages of supervisor's 
ratings of associated areas.
In the area of business, 56 supervisors responded. Fourteen supervisors, 
25 percent, ranked business as e ither not useful or m oderately useful. The modal 
category was useful as 22 supervisors ranked business as useful. The remaining 
20 supervisors ranked business as im portant or very im portant.
Table 12
SUPERVISORS' RATINGS OF ASSOCIATED 
SUBJECT AREAS
C ategory Not
Useful
M oderately
Useful
Useful Im portant Very
Im portant
Business 2 12 22 11 9
M athem atics 1 2 15 21 16
M anagement 2 3 23 16 12
Accounting 2 12 21 11 8
Engineering 1 6 24 16 6
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Figure 15. Supervisors' rating of the usefulness of continuing education for
programmers and systems analysts.
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Table 13
PERCENTAGES OF SUPERVISORS' 
RATINGS OF ASSOCIATED 
SUBJECT AREAS
C ategory Not
Useful
M oderately Useful 
Useful
Im portant Very
Im portant
Business 3.6 21.4 39.3 19.6 16.1
M athem atics 1.8 3.6 27.3 38.2 29.1
M anagement 3.6 5.3 41.1 28.6 21.4
Accounting 3.7 22.2 38.9 20.4 14.8
Engineering 1.9 11.3 45.3 30.2 11.3
In th e  area  of m athem atics, 55 supervisors responded. Three 
supervisors, 5.4 percent, placed th e ir ratings in the categories of not useful or 
m oderately useful. F ifteen  supervisors, 27.3 percent ranked m athem atics in the  
useful category. Thirty seven or 67.3 percent of the  supervisors ranked 
m athem atics as im portant or very importemt. The modal category sis im portant 
as 21 of the  supervisors rated  m athem atics iri îiüs category.
With respect to  m anagem ent as an associated area  for com puter 
professionals, 56 supervisors responded. Five supervisors, 8.9 percent, ranked 
th is area as not useful or m oderately useful. The modal category was useful with 
23 supervisors, 41.1 percent, using th is ranking. Twenty eight of the  supervisors, 
50 percent, ranked management in th e  im portant or very im portant categories.
F ifty  four supervisors ranked the  associated a rea  of accounting. 
Fourteen supervisors placed their ratings in the categories of not useful or
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m oderately useful. Twenty one, 38.9 percen t, considered accounting to  be useful 
and 19, 35.2 percent, thought of it as im portant or very im portant.
F ifty  th ree  supervisors responded to  the portion of question 8 concerned 
with engineering. Seven, 13.2 percent, considered engineering to  be not useful or 
m oderately useful while 24, or 45.3 percen t, ranked i t  as useful. A to ta l of 22, 
41.5 percent of the  supervisors ranked this subject as im portant or very 
im portant.
To obtain inform ation in order to  identify possible areas in which 
colleges and universities may wish to  establish associated curricular 
requirem ents, tab le  14 is presented next. Table 14 presents the summarized 
useful ratings as reported in the  previous paragraphs.
Table 14
SUMMARIZED USEFULNESS RATING 
IN PERCENTAGES
C ategory Less Than 
Useful
Useful More Than 
Useful
Business 25.0 39.3 35.7
M athem atics 5.4 27.3 67.3
M anagem ent 8.9 41.1 50.0
Accounting 25.9 38.9 35.2
Engineering 13.2 45.3 41.5
A t least 50 percent of the supervisors consider m anagem ent and
m athem atics to  be im portant or very im portant to  personnel in the  inform ation
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processing profession. A t least 25 percent of the respondents considered 
business and accounting to  be less than useful as an associated area  for 
programmers and system s analysts. Furtherm ore, in these  two suhjf'ct areas, 
business and accounting, the  remaining supervisors, approxim ately 75 percent, 
ra ted  them as useful or higher.
I t  is w orth noting in tab le  14, th e  order in which the  supervisors rated 
the subjects in the  more than useful category. The order was m athem atics, 
m anagem ent, engineering, busiriess, and accounting. This suggests an order that 
colleges and universities should consider when they establish fu ture associated 
curricular requirem ents for those majoring in com puter science.
Table 15 shows the correlations between the  usefulness of the five 
associated areas. Table 15 indicates th a t the highest correlations occur between 
business and managem ent and between business and accounting. This suggests 
th a t supervisors who value business as an associated area , would also like 
com puter science majors to  have management and/or accounting.
Table 15
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN USEFULNESS 
OF ASSOCIATED AREAS
Business Math­
em atics
Management Accounting Engineering
Business 1 .246 .520 .490 .015
M athem atics 1 .142 .110 .361
Management 1 .263 .015
Accounting 1 .341
Engineering 1
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Supervisors who have these values would possible prefer hirees th a t had 
training a t some college or university th a t had a  com puter science curriculum 
sim ilar to  tha t proposed by the  DPMA as this parallels the concept of the DPMA 
curriculum as discussed in C hapter II.
Table 15 also illu stra tes engineering co rrelates significantly with 
m athem atics and accounting. This suggests th a t supervisors who value hirees 
with an engineering background would like for them to  also have courses in 
accounting and m athem atics.
The supervisors making these choices would possible like to  have 
personnel with training similar to  th a t as designated by the  ACM. Of course, the 
organizational mission would d ic ta te  th e  particu lar type of training 
requirem ents.
Finally, note th a t th e  correlation between engineering and business and 
engineering and m anagem ent is insignificant.
P ro jected  Usefulness of Subjects
The results of question 9 are  presented in Tables 16 and 17. Table 16 
presents the raw data  of the responses of the supervisors usefulness ratings of 
subjects while Table 17 gives the percentages of these ratings.
In analyzing th e  results of question 9 i t  is useful to  divide the subjects 
into two broad categories, languages and non-languages. In the  non-language 
categories the following are  included; database, telecom m unications, 
networking, m icrocom puters, system s aneilysis, systems design, and com puter 
security . In the language category the following are considered, COBOL, 
PASCAL, ADVANCED COBOL, ASSEMBLER, AND ADA.
In the non-language category, th e  f irs t item  evaluated in te rm s of projected 
usefulness by supervisors was database. Only one out of the 56
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Table 16
SUPERVISORS' USEFULNESS RATINGS 
OF SUBJECTS
C ategory Not M oderately Useful Im portant Very
Useful Useful Im portant
D atabase 0 1 5 14 36
T elecom - 
M unications
2 1 2 12 39
Networking 0 2 3 16 35
Micro­
com puters
0 1 7 19 29
Systems
Analysis
0 0 7 14 35
Systems
Design
0 1 3 20 32
Com puter
Security
1 2 S 18 27
COBOL s 7 12 18 11
PASCAL 17 12 17 4 1
Advanced
COBOL
S 9 S 12 18
Assembler 6 7 21 13 8
ADA 9 9 6 18 10
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Table 17
PERCENTAGE OF SUPERVISORS' USEFULNESS 
RATINGS OF SUBJECTS
C ategory Not
Useful
M oderately
Useful
Useful Im portant Very
Import;
D atabase 0.0 1.8 8.9 25.0 64.3
T elecom - 
M unications
3.6 1.8 3.6 21.4 69.6
Networking 0.0 3.6 5.4 28.5 62.5
Micro­
com pu ters 0.0 1.8 12.5 33.9 51.8
Systems
Analysis
0.0 0.0 12.5 24.0 62.5
Systems
Design
0.0 1.8 5.4 35.7 57.1
C om puter
Security
1.8 3.6 14.3 32.2 19.6
COBOL 14.3 12.5 21.4 32.2 19.6
PASCAL 33.3 23.6 33.3 7.8 2.0
Advanced
COBOL 14.5 16.4 14.6 21.8 32.7
Assem bler 10.9 12.7 38.2 23.7 14.5
ADA 17.3 17.3 11.6 34.6 19.2
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respondents to  th is item  ranked database less than useful, while 5 ranked it  as 
useful and the  remaining 50, 89.3 percent, ranked database as im portant or very 
im portant.
Telecom m unications exhibited a stro n g  patte rn  of usefulness with only 
3 of the  56 responding supervisors ranking i t  less than useful while 2 ranked it as 
useful and 51, 91 percen t, ranked i t  as im portant or very im portant.
Networking was also valued as im portant or very im portant by 51, 91 
percen t, of the  56 supervisors responding to  this item , while only 3, or 5.4 
percent considered it  as useful. Only 2 supervisors ranked it as m oderately 
useful and none considered i t  to  be not useful.
The m icrocom puter item was ranked less than useful by only 1 
supervisor. T hat was in the  ranking of m oderately useful. Seven, 12.5 percent, 
of the  56 responding ranked m icrocomputers eis useful and the remaining 48, 85.7 
percent ranked them  to  be either im portant or very im portant.
System s analysis received no ranking in th e  less than useful categories. 
Only 7, 12.5 percen t, of th e  56 responding supervisors considered this subject to  
be useful while th e  remaining 45, 87.5 percent, ranked i t  to  be im portant or very 
im portant.
System s design also received no ranking in th e  not useful category. One 
supervisor of th e  56 responding to  th is item  ranked th is as moderately useful and 
3, 5.4 percen t, considered i t  as useful. The remaining 52, 92.8 percent, of the 
supervisors ranked this as either importcint or very im portant.
The la s t item  in the non-language category is com puter security. This 
item  was ranked by 1 of th e  56 responding supervisors to  be not useful while 2 of 
them  ranked i t  as m oderately useful. Eight, 14.3 percen t, ranked i t  as useful and 
the  remaining 45, 80.3 percent, ranked it as e ither im portant or very im portant.
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The non-language and language categories of question 9 are  summarized 
in Table 18 so as to  fac ilita te  the  relative projected usefulness as determ ined by 
the  supervisory assessm ents. Table 18 clusters the rankings into 3 categories. 
The firs t one combines the  not useful and the  m oderately useful into a  category 
called less than useful and the  la st combines the  im portant and the very 
im portant categories into a  category called more than useful.
Table 18 shows a  striking result, a t  least 80 percent of the  supervisors 
ranked each item  of the  non-language category as more than useful. Although 
all of the non-language item s are  considered to  be more than useful, the  relative 
ranking of these item s in term s of its  significance is as follows: system s design, 
networking, telecom m unications, database, system s analysis, m icrocomputers, 
and com puter security .
In conclusion of the  preceding analysis, w ith respect to  curricular 
changes for colleges and universities offering a  degree in com puter science, is 
th a t of the specific non-language subjects selected for study in this survey, all 
show a  high projected demand. Colleges and universities offering a  selection of 
these non-language subjects should expect to  have above average enrollm ents 
during the next five years.
Com puter languages com prise the next category of subjects to  be 
analyzed. Tables 16, 17, and 18 contêiin the raw data , the  percentages of 
responses and the  combined usefulness percentages as determ ined from the 
supervisors responses to  question 9.
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Table 18
COMBINED USEFULNESS RATINGS 
IN PERCENTAGES
C ategory Less Than 
Useful
Useful More Than 
Useful
D atabase 1.8 8.9 89.3
T elecom- 
munications
5.4 3.6 91.0
Networking 3.6 5.4 91.0
M icrocomputers 1.8 12.5 85.7
Systems
Analysis
0.0 12.5 87.5
Systems
Design
1.8 5.4 92.8
Com puter
Security
5.4 14.3 80.3
COBOL 26.8 21.4 51.8
PASCAL 56.9 33.3 9.8
Advanced
COBOL 30.9 14.6 54.5
ASSEMBLER 23.6 38.2 38.2
ADA 34.6 11.6 53.8
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In con trast to  the non-language item s, a  reading of these th ree  tables 
show a diversity of opinion concerning the re la tive  im portance of these five 
languages. PASCAL was considered to  be the  least im portant language by the  
largest nunibci of supervisors. It should be noted th a t 29 of the 51 responding to  
this item , th a t is 56.9 percent, ranked it  as less than useful. One th ird  of the 
supervisors considered it to  be useful while only 5, 9.8 percent, ranked it as 
im portant or very im portant.
In con trast to  PASCAL, COBOL was ra ted  as im portant or very 
im portant by 29, 51.8 percent, of the  56 supervisors responding to  this item  while 
12, 21.4 percen t, ra ted  COBOL as being useful. Only 15, 26.8 percent rated  this 
item  as being less than useful.
ADVANCED COBOL is also considered to  be more than useful by more
than 50 percent of the supervisors respending. Specifically, 30 of the  51
supervisors respending to  this item  ranked i t  to  be im pertant or very im pertan t. 
E ight of the  supervisors ranked it as useful while 17, 30.9 percent, ranked it as 
m oderately useful or not useful.
ASSEMBLER was ranked as useful by 21 of the  55 supervisors th a t 
respended to  this item . The same am ount, 38.2 percent ranked it as e ither 
im pertan t or very im pertant while 13, 23.6 percent, ranked i t  less than useful.
The la st language considered is ADA. Eighteen of the  52 supervisors
th a t respended to  this item  ranked this language as im pertant while 10, 19.2
percen t, ranked it as very im pertan t. Six of the supervisors considered ADA to  
be useful while 18, 34.6 percent ranked i t  as less than useful. This indicates 
th a t,  although ADA is being developed by the  D epartm ent of D efense, many 
curren t government supervisors do not see a  need for expertise in this language 
a t this tim e.
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An overall evaluation of the  five language item s considered illustrates 
th a t PASCAL has the  lowest projected usefulness among the  languages 
considered by th e  supervisors. COBOL, ADVANCED COBOL and ADA were 
considered to  be more than useful by more than yO percent of the supervisors. 
T herefore, sustained demand is expected to  prevail for these th ree  subjects 
during the next five years. ASSEMBLER is considered to  be a  fundamental 
subject and should be considered in curriculum design since 76.4 percent of the 
supervisors ranked it as useful or higher.
Table 19 shows the  correlations betw een the  usefulness of the  item s in 
question 9. (See Table 19.)
This tab le  shows th ree  strong correlations and six m oderate 
correlations. In order of descending num erical value, the  firs t th ree  highest 
co rre la tes are: f irs t, COBOL and ADVANCED COBOL have a  correlation of
.936; second, telecom m unications and networking have a  correlation of .804; and 
th ird , system s analysis and systems design have a correlation of .721. This 
suggests th a t in the  opi.iion of the  supervisors surveyed concerning the rela tive 
usefulness of subjects during the next five years, individuals thcit take COBOL 
should also tak e  ADVANCED COBOL, those needing telecom m unications should 
also take  networking and those who choose system  anedysis should also consider 
system s design.
Of th e  remaining six m oderate correlations, th ree  are correlates with 
telecom m unications. Telecom munications co rre la tes  with m icrocomputers with 
a coeffic ien t of .478, telecom m unications co rre la tes  w ith com puter security 
with a  coefficien t of .427 eind note also th a t telecom m unications correlates with 
ADVANCED COBOL with a  coefficien t .439. This suggests tha t individuals who 
specialize in telecom m unications and networking should also consider taking 
courses in m icrocom puters, ADVANCED COBOL, and com puter security.
TABLE 19
CORIIELATIONS BETWEEN USEFULNESS OF ASSOCIATED SUBJECTS
D T N M S S C C P A A A
A E E I Y Y 0 0 A D S D
T L T C S S M B S V S A
A E W R T T P 0 C A E
B C 0 0 E E U L A N M
A 0 R C M M T L C B
S M K 0 S S E E L
E M I M R D E
U N P A D R
N G U N E S C
I T A S E 0
C E L I C B
A R Y G U 0
T S S N R L
I I I
0 S T
N Y
S
DATABASE 1 .369 .1431 .1 1 6 .1 7 9 .3 2 3 .228 ,328 .079 .353 .1 3 0 - .1 9 0
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 1 .804 .4 7 8 .1 7 2 .1 8 5 .4 2 7 .3 7 9 .1 8 7 .4 3 9 .0 1 5 .1 2 4
NETWORKING 1 .4 6 3 .167 .174 .3 5 2 .2 3 3 .0 6 2 .281 —. 060 .081
MICROCOMPUTERS 1 .3 1 5 .2 5 2 .0 4 3 .1 5 8 .168 .061 - .1 2 1 — «007
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 1 .721 .2 1 5 .321 - .1 0 2 .3 7 3 - .0 0 2 - .3 0 1
SYSTEMS DESIGN 1 .4 5 2 .3 5 8 - .0 4 7 .357 .154 - .0 7 7
COMPUTER SECURITY 1 .268 .166 .2 9 6 .2 9 6 .2 5 2
COBOL 1 - .0 6 0 .9 3 6 .189 — .2 6 0
PASCAL 1 - .0 7 9 .076 .4 7 6
ADVANCED COBOL 1 .309 - .2 1 0
ASSEMBLER 1 .2 8 3
ADA 1
Networking shows a correlation with two other subjects. It correlates 
w ith microcomputers having a  coefficien t of .463 and with database having a 
coefficient of .431. This suggests th a t those who choose networking should also 
choose m icrocomputers and database as associated areas.
The remaining correlation is between system design and com puter security. 
The corelation coefficient between these two subjects is .452. This indicates 
th a t personnel taking system s design should supplement such training with 
courses in com puter security . In the  fu tu re , it may be necessary for systems to  
be designed with security  in mind.
Supervisors' Comm ents 
There were tw enty supervisors th a t responded to  question 10 with their 
com m ents. Of those, th e re  were only four subjects th a t were covered by more 
than one supervisor.
Four of the supervisors had com m ents relating to  the  perform ance 
requirem ents or languages used in the ir particular area . Three of the supervisors 
commented on the need for graphics and the  softw are capabilities required to 
fulfill their requirem ents. Two of the  supervisors mentioned fourth generation 
languages and the  need to  prepare programm ers for the fu tu re . There w ere also 
two supervisors th a t com mented on th e  need for system s people to  have 
management expertise.
There was much diversity by the  remaining nine supervisors as they covered 
such subjects as problem solving, m icrocom puter usage, database, work-study 
programs, technical preparation, programm er productivity, writing abilities 
required for personnel in inform ation processing jobs, the necessity for general 
training and the training requirem ents to  use special operating system s.
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Summary
The major findings of each question are  summarized below.
The firs t problem identifies perform ance requirem ents for com puter 
programm ers and systems analysts which government employers expect to  be 
needed during th e  last half of th e  19S0's. In con trast to  the recent past when 
com puter programm ers were prim arily trained  on the job, future com puter 
program m ers a re  expected to  have earned a  bachelor's degree in order to  m eet 
the perform ance requirem ents of their supervisors. With respect to  system s 
analysts, the  study shows th a t the ir academ ic qualifications have been superior 
to  those of com puter programm ers in the  past and fu ture perform ance 
requirem ents for system analysts include a  strong academ ic training program 
leading to  a  bachelor's degree with a  m ajor in com puter science.
The second problem requires the evaluation of th e  effectiveness of 
currently  employed com puter program m ers and system  anadysts as determ ined by 
the ir supervisors. The study shows th a t system analysts are  much more effective  
employees than com puter program m ers. One reason for this d ifference lies in 
the  observed training differences of these  two categories of employees.
Finally, the  third problem identifies areas in which colleges and 
universities will need to  make curricular changes in order to  provide the 
government sector with properly trained  individuals in com puter programming 
and system s analysis. The findings obtained by analyzing the questionnaire 
responses suggest th a t college and university train ing is highly valued and these 
institutions must place prim ary emphasis on producing qualified individuals in the 
field of com puter science. Within such an academ ic training, emphasis m ust be 
placed on two areas. These are , associated subject areas and com puter 
languages. This study identifies the im portance given to  m athem atics and
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m anagem ent by supervisors as desirable associated subjects for com puter science 
students.
The supervisors were also specific in the ir choice of related  curriculum 
areas. From the ir selections, two choices have em erged as to  the type of 
curriculum desired. Some prefer engineering and m athem atics as associated 
course work sim ilar to  the  ACM curriculum and others indicate a  preference for 
a  DPMA type of curriculum with business and managem ent as associated course 
work.
Finally, the sam e supervisors selected telecom m unications, database, 
networking, system s analysis and system s design as very im portant non-language 
subjects. The responding supervisors selected COBOL and ADVANCED COBOL 
as two im portant language subjects.
C hapter V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
This concluding chapter presents an overview of the  study by 
summarizing the  problem studied and the  methodology used to  obtain the data, 
th e  findings obtained, discussion, and the  recom m endations made.
Summary
The vast lite ra tu re  dealing with the  subject of th e  inform ation 
revolution convincingly argues th a t the advent of th e  com puter is a  techno log ies 
breakthrough of a  m ajor significance. This lite ra tu re  th a t covers business 
hardware capabilities and personnel, government hardware and a  m ultitude of 
softw are applications has a  significant gap concerning governm ent personnel. 
This gap has to  do with the  p>erformance requirem ents for personnel employed as 
inform ation processing professionals in the  United S ta tes  federal government.
Since the  U. S. government is the  single la rgest user of com puters in 
the  world, the  existing lack  of inform ation about the  sta tus of the necessary 
skills of com puter personnel needed by government agencies is serious and 
deserves im m ediate a tten tion .
The specific problems th is study addressed w ere the  following;
1. Identified perform ance requirem ents for com puter programmers 
and system s analysts which government employers expect to  be needed for
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employment during the  la st half of the 1980's in the field of inform ation 
processing;
2. Evaluated the. effectiveness of currently employed com puter 
programmers and systems analysts as determ ined by supervisor assessm ent;
3. Identified areas in which colleges and universities will need to 
make curricular changes in order to  provide the government as well as the  
business community with properly trained professionals in inform ation 
processing.
To obtain current relevant inform ation concerning a  solution to  the 
problems under consideration, a  questionnaire was designed, te s ted , finalized and 
distributed to  60 supervisors of inform ation processing personnel in Federal 
Government agencies in the  s ta te  of Oklahoma. A to ta l of 57 (95%) of the 
questionnaires sent out were com pleted and returned.
Findings
The major findings corresponding to  the  problems of the  study are  
summarized firs t with additional inform ation following.
The firs t problem identified perform ance requirem ents for com puter 
programm ers and systems analysts which government employers expect to  be 
needed during the  la st half of th e  1980's. In contrast to  the recen t past when 
com puter programmers were prim arily trained on the  job, fu ture com puter 
programm ers are expected to  have earned a bachelor's degree in order to  m eet 
the perform ance requirem ents of the ir supervisors. With respect to  system s 
analysts, the  study shows th a t the ir academ ic qualifications have been superior 
to  those of com puter program m ers in the  past and fu tu re  perform ance 
requirem ents for system analysts include a  strong academ ic training program 
leading to  a  bachelor's degree with a  major in com puter science.
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The second problem evaluated the  effectiveness of currently employed 
com puter programm ers and system analysts as determ ined by their supervisors. 
The study shows th a t system analysts are much more effective  employees than 
com puter program m ers. One reason for th is d ifference seems to  be the  work 
perform ed and the observed training differences of these two categories of 
em ployees.
Finally, th e  th ird  problem identified areas in which colleges and 
universities need to  make curricular changes in order to  provide the  government 
secto r w ith properly trained individuals in com puter programming and systems 
analysis.
The findings obtained by analyzing the  d a ta  on the com pleted returned 
questionnaires suggest th a t college and university train ing is highly valued and 
these institu tions must place primary emphasis on producing qualified individuals 
in th e  field  of com puter science. Within such an academ ic training, emphasis 
must be placed on two areas. These are: user inform ation needs and com puter
languages.
By the ir choices of associated subject areas, the polled supervisors 
aligned them selves with either th e  ACM or th e  DPMA type of curriculum. Those 
who perform ed in engineering preferred  the  ACM type of curriculum. However, 
most of these government supervisors preferred  training along the  lines of the 
DPMA type of curriculum.
This study identifies the  im portance placed on the areas of 
m athem atics and m anagem ent by supervisors as desirable associated subjects for 
com puter science students. Finally, th e  sam e supervisors selected  
telecom m unications, database, networking, system s analysis, and systems design 
as very im portant non-language subjects. They also selected  COBOL and 
ADVANCED COBOL as two im portant language subjects. PASCAL was
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considered to be the  least im portant language by most of the supervisors. 
Although ADA is being developed as a  programming language by the  D epartm ent 
of Defense, only 53.8 percent of the  supervisors indicated a  need for expertise in 
this a rea  to  be im portant or very im portant a t  the present tim e.
Analyses of questions one and th ree  of th e  questionnaire indicate tha t 
there will be an increasing number of program m ers and system analysts needed 
during th e  next five years. The anticipated  increase for programm ers is 18.3 
percent and the  an tic ipated  increase for systems analysts is 44.4 percent. This 
strong demand for additioncd systems analysts may be caused by the  need for 
development of th e  many new systems expected in th e  near fu ture caused in part 
by the  development of new more powerful m icrocom puters and the  efficiency of 
the  next generation of languages.
An overwhelming m ajority of th e  governm ent supervisors, 83.9 percent, 
considered some form of form al continuing education to  be im portant or very 
im portant. This need for continuing training parallels th e  development of new 
technologies. Without this form al upgrading type of training, workers’ skills in 
the  modern environm ent of com puters would becom e obsolete in a short period 
of tim e.
Discussion
During the  interview s with the  individual division chiefs, there  were 
some salient points brought out in the  discussions. Although they were not a 
d irec t part of th e  study, they are worthy of note in th is section.
One division chief was very adam ant concerning th e  tim e it  takes our 
educational institutions to  bring out new or changed courses. This is one reason 
the government has to  spend a  large sum of money on in ternal training. When a 
new com puterized system is procured th a t has new technology th a t requires 
some specialized training, the government organizations cannot depend on
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obtaining th a t training from  educational institutions. I t would help them  greatly  
if the  chairpersons and Deans would be proactive in the ir curriculum design. One 
avenue could be the use of the  ACM and DPMA professionally designed curricula 
as guidelines.
Another idea projected  was th a t of the requirem ent to  teach  what is 
really needed by the working organizations. There is a  strong feeling th a t many 
institutions se t up courses to  serve the ir internal purposes ra th e r than se t up 
courses to  actually prepare students to  become productive workers upon their 
departure from school. P racticum  courses th a t allow a  student to  get cred it 
hours for working in an authorized da ta  processing environm ent is one way for 
students to  get training th a t will actually prepare them  for the work when they 
are  employed full tim e. A nother way to  achieve this is to  have a  cooperative 
work-study program . This way a  student can work six months and go to  school 
six months. Tinker AFB is one organization th a t is supporting this type of 
training program.
The la st point of discussion is th a t of the  need for application training. 
The microcom puter with 1.2 m egabytes of ram and 30 m egabytes of internal 
storage has application capabilities of the large m ainfram e of ten  years back. 
There a re  many application programs available for all purposes. Knowledge of 
and the ability to  use spreadsheets, graphics and database programs would 
greatly  enhance the value of a  new employee to  a hiring organization. C urren t 
technology must be included in courses being offered students if they are  to  be 
adequately prepared to  en te r the  present workforce.
These ideas could be used by chairpersons and deans of colleges and 
universities to  prom ote changes th a t could possible help them  be b e tte r  prepared 
to  m eet the challenges presented by the  present inform ation age.
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Recom mendations
Based on the findings of this study, the following recom mendations for 
fu tu re  studies are made.
1. I t is recommended th a t a  study be made on the  associated area 
subjects and their e ffec t on the perform ance of programm ers and system s 
analysts.
2. I t is recommended th a t th is study be replicated in federal agencies 
in o ther s ta tes .
3. I t is recommended th a t a sim ilar study be made on perform ance 
requirem ents for programmers and system s analysts th a t work in the  private 
secto r.
4. It is recommended th a t a  sim ilar study be made with college and 
university faculty and adm inistrators supplying their views and opinions 
concerning perform ance requirem ents, job effectiveness and suggested curricular 
changes.
5. I t is recommended th a t th is study be replicated in s ta te  and local 
governm ents to  validate these findings.
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1
1. How many employees have been faired in the past five years 
that were placed into the following types of positions?
Programmers _______
Systems Analysts _______
2. What academic qualifications did those employees have?
Please indicate by placing numbers in the proper spaces-
No Associate Bachelor's Bachelor's Masters 
Degree Degree Computer Computer Computer 
Minor Major Major
Programmers__________  ____  ____ ____ ____
Systems Analysts ____  ____  ____ ____  ____
5- How many do you expect to hire in the next five years?
Programmers ______
Systems Analysts ______
4. What academic qualifications would you prefer for those you expect 
to hire in the next i.'ve years?
No Associate Bachelor's Bachelor's Masters
Degree Degree Computer Computer Computer
Minor Major Major
5- How would you rate the preparation of those hired in the past five 
years? Indicate by placing numbers in the correct spaces-
Below Above
Poor Average Average Average Excellent
Programmers ____  ____ ____ ____ ____
Systems Analysts ____ ____ ____ ____  ____
5- What is your rating of the training currently offered by colleges 
and universities for the following positions-
Below Above
Poor Average Average Average Excellent
Programmers_________ ____  ____ _____  ____ ____
Systems Analysts ____  ____ _____  ____ ____
7- Indicate your need for continuing formal education in the updating 
of computer skills of present employees-
Not Moderately Very No
Useful Useful Useful Important Important Opinion
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8. Hew useful do you find training in the following areas for 
progranaers and systems analysts?
Hot Moderately Very Ho
Useful Useful Useful Important Important Opinion
Business _____  _____  _____  _____  _____  ____
Mathematics _____ _____  _____  _____  _____ ____
Management _____        ' ____
Accounting _____ _____  _____  _____  _____  ____
Engineering _____ _____  _____  _____  _____  ____
9 . Indicate your projection of the usefulness of the following 
subjects in your area during the next five years.
Not Moderately Very No
Useful Useful Useful Important Important Opin:
Database
Telecommunications 
Networking 
Microcomputers 
Systems Analysis 
Systems Design 
Computer Security 
COBOL 
PASCAL
ADVANCED COBOL
ASSEMBLER
ADA
10. Comments
APPENDIX B
ACM Undergraduate Program in 
Com puter Science Curriculum
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Exhibit 2
ACM Undergraduate Program in Com puter Science Curriculum 
Core courses
CSl COMPUTER PROGRAMMING I
A basic introduction to  problem solving.
CS2 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING II
Advanced programming and problem solving.
CS3 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
An introduction to  com puter arch itec tu re , basic concepts, and an 
assembly language.
CS4 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ORGANIZATION
A basic introduction to  com puter hardware and digital 
com puting.
CS5 INTRODUCTION TO FILE PROCESSING
An introduction to  data  structu res, file  processing and bulk 
sto rage.
CS6 OPERATING SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE I
Interrelationships between operating systems and com puter 
arch itec tu re .
CS7 DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
Application of analysis and design techniques for data 
m anipulation in a  database environm ent.
CS8 ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
A form al study of programming languages and the ir application.
CS9 COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY
Discusses th e  im pact of com puters on society.
CSIO OPERATING SYSTEMS AND COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE II
A continuation of CS6, with special emphasis on intra-system  
com m unication.
C S ll DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DESIGN Discusses the
concepts and structu res necessary to  design and implement a 
database managem ent system.
C S12 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
An introduction to  the basic concepts and techniques of artific ial 
intelligence.
CSl 3 ALGORITHMS
Exposes students to  problems and the ir algorithm etic solutions.
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CS14 SOFTWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
A form ai approach to  s ta te -o f-th e -a rt techniques in softw are 
design and development.
C S l5 THEORY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
A continuation of CSS with emphasis on com piler design 
concepts.
CS16 AUTOMATA, COMPUTABILITY, AND FORMAL LANGUAGES
A sampling of theoretical com puter science and hierarchical 
interconnections.
CS17 NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS; ANALYSIS
An introduction to  numericed analysis.
CS18 NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS: LINEAR ALGEBRA
A continuation of CS17, with emphasis on linear algebra.
APPENDIX C
DPMA Com puter Inform ation 
Systems Curriculum
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Exhibit 3
DPMA C om puter Inform ation Systems Curriculum 
Lower level courses
CIS-1 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEMS
An introduction to com puters and d a ta  processing taught as 
a  general education course for all students.
CIS-2 APPLICATIONS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT I
A beginning com puter problem solving and programming 
course using COBOL as the  vehicle language.
CIS-3 APPLICATIONS PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT II
An advanced com puter problem solving and programming 
course using COBOL.
CIS-4 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS METHODS
An overview of the  system s development life cycle with 
emphasis on techniques and tools of system  docum entation 
and logical system  specifications.
Upper level courses
CIS-3 STRUCTURED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Advanced coverage of the  s tra teg ies  and techniques of 
structu red  system s development.
CIS-6 DATABASE PROGRAM DEVELOPMcNT
A course em phasizing softw are design and programming in a 
database environm ent.
CIS-7 APPLIED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
A capstone system s course in tegrating  the  knowledge and 
ab ilities gained through the  other com puter-related courses 
in the  curriculum within a  com prehensive system 
developm ent project.
CIS-8 SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE CONCEPTS
A survey of technical topics re la ted  to  com puter systems 
with emphasis on the relationships betw een applications 
softw are.
CIS-9 OFFICE AUTOMATION
An exam ination of the office as a  cen ter of business 
ac tiv ity , operational logistics, and decision support, and the 
im pact of autom ation on the  office environm ent.
CIS-10 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
An analysis of the highest level of inform ation support
system s which aid the manager in th e  decision-making
process.
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C IS-11 ADVANCED DATABASE CONCEPTS
An in-depth investigation of data  modeling, system 
developm ent, and data adm inistration in a  database 
environm ent.
CIS-12 DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING
An exam ination of the  featu res and im pact of distributed 
system s in th e  business enterprise.
CIS-13 EDP AUDIT AND CONTROLS
An introduction to  EDP auditing w ith emphasis on EDP 
controls, audit types, and audit techniques and the ir effec ts  
on system  developm ent.
CIS-14 INFORMATION SYSTEMS PLANNING
An introduction to  the financial, technical, and stra teg ic  
inform ation system s planning process.
CIS-15 INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
A sem inar in inform ation systems m anagem ent with 
emphasis on planning, organizing, and controlling user 
services and managing the systems developm ent process.
Business support courses, all are required 
Lower levei courses
BUS-1 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
C overage of the accounting cycle and the  preparation of 
prim ary financial s ta tem ents.
BUS-2 MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
A ccounting concepts for in ternal use of m anagem ent in 
planning and control of operations.
Upper level courses
BUS-3 QUANTITATIVE METHODS
A pplication of quantitative approaches and techniques to  
solving decision problems.
BUS-4 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
Basic concepts of system s, decision making, organizational 
evolution, and interpersonal considerations within 
organizations, and the planning, organizing, steiffing, and 
control ac tiv ities  of managers.
BUS-5 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING
Study of flow of goods from producer to  consumer — the 
dem and-stim ulated and dem and-fulfilling activ ities of 
business enterprises.
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BUS-6 PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE
Study of the demand for funds and supply of funds by 
business, consumers, governm ent, and foreign sectors, 
financial institutions, instrum ents, and policies.
BUS-7 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
Human aspects of organizations; individual and interpersonal 
behavior and group processes and their e ffec ts  on the 
organization.
BUS-8 PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Concepts underlying effective  operation control of 
m anufacturing and service businesses; approaches to
production control, inventory policy, facilities planning, 
methods im provem ent, and technological assessm ent.
